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Abstract

This thesisstudiesthe problemsof generationand maintenanceof recirculationsby
Gulf Streaminstabilities. Observationsshow that the horizontalstructureof the jet
and its recirculationssuffer significant changesin time. Here, the role of internal
dynamicsof the jet is isolatedasone of the possiblesourcesof suchvariability, and
the differencesbetweenbarotropicand baroclinic instabilitiesare investigated.

The problemof recirculationdevelopmentis consideredin a framework of a
free spin down of the 2-layerandthe 1-layer, zonally symmetric,quasi-geostrophic
jets. Linearstability analysisshowsthat in strongly baroclinicbasicflows, eddiesare
capableof driving recirculationsin the lower layerthroughtheresidualmeridionalcir
culation. In stronglybarotropicjets, the linearly most unstablewave simply diffuses
the jet. Nonlinearstability analysisindicatesthat recirculationsare robust features
of the 2-layer model. The strengthof recirculationsis a function of the model’s pa
rameters. It increaseswith a decreasein the value of the nondimensional/3 due to
potentialvorticity homogenizationconstrainedby enstrophyconservation.Therecir
culationstrengthis a non-monotonicfunction of thebaroclinicvelocity parameter;it
is the strongestfor strongly baroclinicbasicflows, weakestfor flows with intermedi
atebaroclinic structureand of mediumstrengthfor strongly barotropicbasic flows.
Such non-monotonicbehavioris the result of two different processesresponsiblefor
the recirculationdevelopment:linear eddy-meanflow interactionsfor strongly baro
clinic basic flows and strongly nonlineareddy-eddyand eddy-meanflow interaction
for strongly barotropic flows. In the case of the reduced-gravitymodel, recircula
tions developonly for infinite deformationraduis. Basicflows with finite deformation
radius areonly weakly supercriticaland thereforeproducednegligible recirculations
after equilibration.

Theproblemof maintenanceof therecirculationsis coupledto the questionsof
existenceof low frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamicalregimesof a system
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consistingof a quasi-geostrophicjet and its recirculations.The problemis studiedin
a framework of a 2-layeror a reduced-gravitycolliding jetsmodelwhich hasno wind-
forcing. Instead, it is forced by inflows and outflows through the open boundaries.
Oniy the westernboundaryof the domainis closed,and afreeslip boundarycondition
is used there. The resultsof the numericalexperimentsshow that when oniy the
mechanismof barotropicinstability is present,the model hastwo energystatesfor a
wide rangeof interfacial friction coefficients. The high energystateis characterized
by well-developedrecirculationsand displaysstrongvariability associatedwith either
large recirculatinggyresand a weak eddy field or small recirculationsand a strong
eddy field. The iow energystateis characterizedby largemeridionalexcursionsin the
separationpoint and largeamplitude,westwardpropagatingmeandersthat produce
strong rings after interactingwith the westernwall.

For physically relevantbottom friction values, the presenceof baroclinic in
stability in the recirculation regionsof the 2-layer model allows for a unique dy
namical regime characterizedby well-developedrecirculationsin both layers. The
low-frequencyvariability associatedwith the regime is weak and is relatedto merid
ional shifts in the positionof the jet, to wrappingof the recirculationsaroundeach
other, and to pulsationsin their zonal extent. For strongbottomfriction, the 2-layer
model hasonly themechanismof barotropicinstability which reducesit to a 1--layer
configuration; the model displays two dynamicalregimesand strong low frequency
variability in the upperlayer,while the lower layer is stronglyfrictional.

ThesisSupervisor: Glenn R. Flierl
Title: Professor
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

1.1.1 Observational

The discoveriesof the intenserecirculatinggyressouthand north of the Gulf Stream

explainedwhy the transportof thejet downstreamof CapeHatteras150 Sv is five

times largerthanthe maximumwind-driventransportnearthe Straitsof Florida 30

Sv. The anticyclonic recirculationwest of 50°W with the transportof about 60 Sv

was first proposedby Worthington[40]. By incorporatingboth massand geostrophy

balanceinto an inversemodelappliedto thesamedataset, Wnnsch[41] and Wunsch

and Grant [42] postulateda cyclonic recirculationwest of 50°W and north of 30°N

with the transportof 20 Sv.

By using long-termmooredinstrumentsnear 55°W, Schmitz[37] describeda

flow regime that consistedof narrow 200 km wide jet-like currentswith eastward

velocities on the flanksof the Gulf Streamand westwardvelocitiesfurther north and

south. Thesecurrentswere termedas "weakly depth-dependent"meaningthat ve

locity amplitudeswere similar at thermoclineand abyssaldepthsand variedbetween
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Figure 1-1: Contoursof zonalvelocity cm s’ along 550 W. Adaptedfrom Richard
son [32].

6 and 10 cm s’. Schmitznotedthat thesecurrentsmight be partly responsiblefor

enhancingthe transportof the Gulf Stream.

The combinationof surfacedrifters, SOFARfloats and currentmetersallowed

Richardson[32] to further study the vertical and horizontal structureof the Gulf

Streamnear 55°W. In a region of high eddy kinetic energy and its gradient, he

found an eastwardjet flanked by two recirculations. Estimatedat 93 Sv, the total

mean volume transportof the Gulf Streamwas three times larger than that near

the Straits of Florida. Such an enhancementwas due to additional 41 Sv and 29

Sv carried respectivelyby the 300 km wide northernand southerncounter-currents.

Their westwardvelocitiesdid not changesignificantly with depth and rangedfrom 2

to 10 cm s’ Figure 1-1.

The northernrecirculationwas examinedby Hogg et al. [14]. Basedon long

term currentand tracermeasurements,theyconcludedthat the NorthernRecirculat

ing Gyne, locatedbetweenthe New EnglandSeamountChainand the GrandBanks,

I 41/TI/Of
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Figure 1-2: Schematiccirculation in the westernNorth Atlantic. Adaptedfrom Hogg
[12].

transportedabout 40 Sv of water to the west of 63°W. Half of this water was re

turned back to the deep Gulf Stream. Consistentwith the previous studies, the

vertical structureof the flow between500 m and the bottom was weakly depthde

pendentand similar to that of the southernrecirculation. It was found also that the

northernrecirculationexchangedwaterpropertieswith the DeepWesternBoundary

Current. Suchtracersasfreonandoxygenwerefurther advectedinto the interior and

homogenizedwithin the gyre.

Estimatesof the synoptictransportof the Gulf Streamwere obtainedby Hogg

[12]. Synopticmeancirculationis different from traditionalEulenianmeancirculation

in that it is computedin a coordinateframe aligned with the instantaneousaxis

of the Stream, and therefore it accountsfor changesboth in the path and in the

meanderingactivity of the jet. Hogg showed that downstreamof Cape Hatteras,

the synoptic transportwas depth-independentand reached 150 Sv between55°W

and 60°W. He arguedthat about 120 Sv might be evenly partitionedbetweenthe

northernand southernrecirculationsin the synoptic meanframecomparedto about

60 Sv in Eulerianmeanframe. Figure1-2 showsa schematiccirculationin thewestern

25
80 75 70 65 60 55

Longitude W
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a E1ongted Gyre Deoember 1986

40N

30N

Figure 1-3: Maps of monthly averagedseasurfaceheight anomaliesin westernNorth
Atlantic for December1986 a and October1988b. Shadedarearepresentsanoma
lies larger than 2.5 m in the southernrecirculatinggyre. Adaptedfrom Kelly et al.
[19].

North Atlantic which is characterizedby the eastwardflowing Gulf Streamand two

recirculations.

Observationsrevealedthat the horizontalstructureof the Gulf Streamrecir

culationsis stronglytime-dependent.For example,the Geosataltimeterobservations

of sea surfaceheight in the Gulf StreamKelly et al. [19] have demonstrateda

trendover a periodof two yearsfrom a statewith elongatedrecirculatinggyresand

a weakly meanderingjet to a statewith contractedgyresand a strongly meander

ing eastwardjet Figure 1-3. Therewas no significantcorrelationbetweenthe gyre

fluctuationsand the non-seasonalwind curl line tilt. Howeverthe surfacetransport

70W 80W 5OW

b Short Gyre October 1988

70W 6GW 50GW
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fluctuations,which Kelly et al. suggestedwere due to variations in the longitudinal

size of the recirculations,were correlatedwith the changesin both thejet’s pathand

in the local wind stressfields. The dominantmode of variability had a time scaleof

5 to 9 months.

Observationaldataof seasurface temperatureof the Gulf Streambetween

75°W and 60°W from April of 1982 to Decemberof 1989 revealeda dominant 9-

month period in the meanderingintensity of the jet Lee and Cornillon [20]. The

correlationbetweenthe meanderingintensity of the jet and the temporalvariation

in the meanpositionof the jet, which had annualand inter-annualoscillations,was

small. Lee and Cornillon suggestedthat the 9-month cycle might be connectedto

the instability time scale.

The recirculationsmight also affect the dynamicsof the Gulf Streamby ad

vecting agiven meanderwestwardand thus by stimulatingthe ring formationprocess.

On the other hand, due to this westwardadvection,rings ultimately rejoin the Gulf

Streamand return some of the heatand potentialvorticity to the jet Richardson

[31]. Warm core rings which are formed on the northernside of the Streambring

anticyclonicvorticity into the cyclonic Northern Recirculatinggyre. The oppositeis

true for the cold core rings introducingcyclonic vorticity into the anticyclonicsouth

ern recirculatinggyre. Therefore,the existenceof the rings may generally tend to

deceleratetheflow in the rectifiedregions. An increasein the strengthand amplitude

of the meanderscreatesa higher probability of having rings formed and, therefore,

will enhancethe meantransferof heatand momentumbetweenthe sub-tropicaland

the sub-polargyres.

Low-frequencyvariability is well documentedin observationsof the world

oceans.Twenty two yearsof hydrographicdataalong 137° show strong inter-annual

bimodal pathvariations in the Kuroshio Qiu and Joyce [30]. The net transportof

the Kuroshio systemwhich includes thejet and its recirculationsincreasesby 30%

during the meander-pathyears. The increaseis primarily due to the decreasein the

15



Figure1-4: Time averagedfields of upperlayer left and lower layer middle stream-
function and of interfaceheight right. Adaptedfrom Holland and Rhines[16].

recirculationstrength. Thus, recirculationsare strongestduring the straight-path

years. Observationsof East Australiancurrent Roemmichand Cornuelle [33] and

of Brazil and Malvinas currentsOlson et al. [26] also displaystrong inter-annual

variability.

1.1.2 Dynamical

Strong westwardrecirculationsappearednaturally in eddy-resolving,wind-driven,

generalcirculation modelsfor a review seeHolland et al. [17]. The resultsof these

numerical experimentsshowed the importanceof eddiesin the local potential vor

ticity balanceof the recirculations. For example, in a two-layer quasi-geostrophic

wind-driven model of Holland and Rhines [16], two tight, intense,inertial recircula

tions developedon the flanks of an eastwardjet in both layers Figure 1-4. The

circulation theorem applied to the time meanstreamlinesimplied that the abyssal

recirculationswere forced from aboveby eddy thicknessor eddy heat fluxes, and

h2
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Figure 1-5: Time averagedupper layer left and lower layer middle eddy kinetic
energyand eddy potentialenergy right. Adaptedfrom Holland and Rhines[16].

the upper layer recirculationswere driven by the eddy Reynolds stressesor eddy

momentumfluxes. Energy transformationbetweenthe eddiesand the meanflow

was maximum in the areasof maximum eddy kinetic and eddy potential energy.

The latter maximaoccurredin a regionof barotropicallyand baroclinicallyunstable

eastwardjet and inertial recirculationsFigure 1-5.

These results comparedwell with observedsurface eddy kinetic Figure 1-

6 and eddy potential energy, which were an order of magnitudelarger near strong

westernboundarycurrentsand their eastwardextensionsthan in the interior of the

ocean.Holland and Rhinesconcludedthat the abyssallayer dynamicswereprimarily

eddy-drivenand actedsimilar to the down-gradientdiffusion of potential vorticity.

In the upperlayer, the sameparameterizationheld true nearthejet separationpoint

and in the region of westwardrecirculations.

Some analytical modelshave taken into account the fact that the observed

transportof the Gulf Stream is several times larger than that given by the lin

p1
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Figure 1-6: Surfaceeddy kinetic energyper unit massin cm2s2for the NorthAtlantic
Oceanon a 1° grid. Adaptedfrom Schmitzet al. [37].

ear Sverdrupbalanceand therefore have focused on strongly nonlineardynamical

regimes.The recirculationswere given as a steady,inertial, almost free forcing and

dissipationwere thought to be negligible to the leading order solution of the quasi

geostrophicequations.In both barotropicCessi et al. [5] and baroclinicMarshall

and Nurser [24]; Greatebatch[9]; Cessi [6] models,eddieswere parameterizedaslat

eraldown-gradientdiffusion of potentialvorticity and wereshown to play crucial role

in generatingthe recirculatinggyres.

Jayneet al. [18] studiedrecirculationsemergingdue to both the internaldy

namicsof the jet and the inertial forcing. A quasigeostrophicbarotropicmodel was

forced by an unstableeastwardjet inflow on the westernboundaryand a stabilized

eastwardjet outflow on the easternboundary. The resulting barotropiceddiespro

ducedregionsof homogenizedpotential vorticity north and south of thejet, giving

rise to recirculations. Their strengthwas found to be a monotonicallydecreasing

function of nondimensional
/3.

However, it was concludedthat in the senseof "eddy

18



Sverdruprelation", /3 = -v . the recirculationswere predominantlyinertial

currentsand only weakly forced by the eddies.

Therefore, the results of numericalexperimentsand the observationaldata

suggeststrongcorrelationbetweenthedynamicsof the Gulf Stream,its recirculations

and thewesternboundarycurrent. In thefirst partof thethesis,we studytheproblem

of the developmentof the recirculationsduring free spin downof anunstable,zonally

symmetric,quasi-geostrophicjet. The following questionsare addressed:

* Can recirculationsdevelopin a zonally symmetricunstablejet? If so, what is

the basic mechanismdriving the recirculations?

* How do the jet strengthandstructureinfluence recirculationcharacteristics?

* Whatarethedifferencesin theequilibratedstructurefor baroclinicand barotropic

jets?

Zonal symmetry combinedwith the absenceof any forcing excludesthe possibility

of closing of the potential vorticity contours which may lead to the recirculation

development.Hence,eddiesgeneratedby the instabilities if the jet provide the only

mechanismfor thechangesin the meanflow structureand thereforefor the generation

of recirculations.

Many time-dependentwind-driven models have exhibited intrinsic low fre

quencyvariability that is often associatedwith the existenceof multiple dynamical

regimes. For example, in a reduced-gravity,free slip, quasi-geostrophicmodel with

interfacial friction and biharmonicdiffusion, McCalpin and Haidvogel [25] observed

chaotictransitionsbetweenthreedifferent regimesFigure 1-7: a high energystate

with a strong, straight and deeppenetratingeastwardjet, a low energystatewith a

weakly penetratingjet and violent meandersand eddies,and a mediumenergystate

with intermediatejet penetrationandsomeeddy/meanderformation. It was hypoth

esizedthat variations in the eddy-westernboundarycurrent interactionprovided a

19
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Figure 1-7: Contoursof the time-averagedinterface anomaly field for high energy
period lower left, low energyperiod lower right, andmediumenergyperiodupper
right. Adaptedfrom McCalpin and Haidvogel[25].

mechanismfor the persistenceof different regimesand the transitionsbetweenthem.

Similar high and low energy regimeswere observedby Spall [39] in a wind-forced

primitive equationmodel with bottom friction and lateral diffusion and with open

boundary conditions. The presenceof the Deep WesternBoundaryCurrent and its

interactionwith the upperlayer wind-driven currentwere crucial for the existenceof

multiple dynamicalregimes. A number of wind-driven, two-layer, quasi-geostrophic

modelsalso showedmultiple dynamicalregimes,suchasthoseof Meachampersonal

communicationand Berloff and Mc Williams [4].

However, in the wind-driven models, is it hard to distinguish betweentwo

possiblemechanismsaffecting low frequencyvariability: the global structureof the

wind forcing and the internal dynamicsof an unstablejet. In the presentstudy,

we isolatethe latter as the mechanismresponsiblefor low frequencyvariability and

addressthe following questions:

-‘I - - / /

1000 ‘

500 ‘-Ii.
__-_/
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500 i I
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* Are low frequencyvariability and multiple dynamicalregimesintrinsic parts of

the internal dynamicsof a quasi-geostrophicjet and its recirculations?

* Are there any differences betweenbarotropic and baroclinic instabilities as

mechanismsaffecting low frequencyvariability?

* Which dynamical regimes are associatedwith low frequencyvariability and

which processesare responsiblefor the transitionsbetweenthem?

* Are thereany differencesbetweenlow frequencyvariability in theglobally forced

and boundary-forcedmodels?

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis studying the problemsof generationand maintenanceof recirculations

by the Gulf Streaminstabilitiesconsistsof two parts. The first part investigatesthe

developmentof recirculationsduring the spin down of a quasi-geostrophic,zonally

symmetric, unstablejet. The second part of the thesis examinesthe problemof

existenceand maintenanceof low frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamical

regimesdue to the mechanismsof barotropicand baroclinicinstabilities.

Chapter2 addressesthe first problem in a framework of the reduced-gravity

and the two-layerquasi-geostrophic,doubly-periodic,zonally symmetricmodels. It

examinesthe following questions:what is the basicmechanismfor driving the west

ward flows; how do thejet strengthand structureinfluence recirculationcharacter

istics; what are the differences in the equilibratedstructurefor the baroclinic and

barotropic jets? The chapter beginswith the formulation of the numericalmodel

and is followed by the discussionof the results of a time-dependenttwo-layer case.

The strengthand the structureof the recirculations,arising due to eddy heatand

momentumfluxes, areexaminedfor different valuesof nondimensional/3-parameter

and for a setof basicflows with varying degreeof baroclinicity. To study thenatureof
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eddy-meanflow interactionand its role in recirculationgeneration,a linearstability

analysisis performedfor basicflows with different degreesof baroclinicity andvarious

jet widths. A hierarchyof "mean-flow" models,which includesonly a mechanismof

eddy-meanflow interactions,is further examined.The formulation and the numeri

cal resultsof the time-dependentreduced-gravitymodel and a correspondinglinear

stability analysisfollow the discussion.

Chapters3 introducesa two-layer, quasi-geostrophic,colliding jets model,

which is forced by the inflows and outflows through the open boundaries.Such forc

ing allows the isolation of barotropicand baroclinic instabilities asthe mechanisms

responsiblefor multiple dynamicalstatesand low frequencyvariability. The chapter

beginswith the descriptionof model equations,initial and boundaryconditions,fric

tional operatorsand dimensionaland nondimensionalparameters.The importanceof

local forcing and its differencefrom the global wind forcing are illustrated in a section

on model energetics.The dynamicsof rings on the western boundaryare discussed

at the end of the chapter.

Chapter4 reportstheresultsof thereduced-gravity,colliding jets model,which

isolatestheimportanceof barotropicinstability and dissipationfor low frequencyvari

ability. Followingthemodel formulation, theantisymmetricsteadysolutionsand their

linearstability propertiesarepresentedfor variousvaluesof the interfacialdragcoef

ficient. The chapterfurtherfocuseson the sensitivityof the time-dependentsolutions

to changesin biharmonicdiffusion and interfacial friction. A detaileddescriptionof

a referencerun shows that the model has two preferredenergystates,eachassoci

atedwith a unique dynamicalregime. The discussionof the dynamicaldifferences

betweenthe statesand their transitions aswell as a comparisonwith the resultsof

the wind-forced modelsfollow.

Chapter5 addressesa problem of low frequencyvariability and multiple dy

namicalstatesin a framework of a two-layer, colliding jets model, which includes

both baroclinicand barotropicinstability mechanisms.The sensitivity of the model
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to changesin the value of the bottom friction parameteris examinedand is related

to a scalinganalysis.Thediscussionof a referencerun includesthe analysisof energy

time series, an extendedempirical orthogonalfunction decompositionfor low- and

high-frequencyvariability and a diagnosisof zonesof baroclinicgrowth. The results

are comparedwith thoseof the reduced-gravity,colliding jets model and a two-layer,

wind-forced models.

Chapter6 presentsconclusionsfor the Thesis, summarizeslimitations of the

presentstudy, posesquestionsfor furtherresearchand discussesrelevanceof this work

to the real ocean.
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Chapter 2

Generation of Recirculations in a

Two-Layer Quasi-Geostrophic

Zonally Symmetric Jet Model

The presentChapteraddressesthe following questions:

* Can recirculationsdevelopin a zonally symmetricunstablejet? If so, what is

the basic mechanismdriving the recirculations?

* How do thejet strengthand structureinfluencerecirculationcharacteristics?

* Whatarethedifferencesin theequilibratedstructurefor baroclinicandbarotropic

jets?
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2.1 Model Formulation

2.1.1 Model Equations

A time-dependent,two-layer, quasi-geostrophic,semi-spectralmodel is integratedin

a square,doubly periodic domain. The governingpotentialvorticity equationsare

3 3 3 a
-+--------------q+/3--=+S, 2.1at 3x3y 3y3x 3x

where qj = v2 - Fb - b3_, F = fL2/g’D, /3 = I3dimL2/U and i = 1,2. Since

we are interestedin the problem of a nonlinearequilibration of a quasi-geostrophic

jet, theforcing is set to zero. However,a numericalfilter, .T, is requiredfor numerical

stability; it actsto removesmallscaleenstrophywithout dissipatingtoo much energy.

Becauseof the periodicity in the meridionaldirection, two spongelayers are set up

nearthe northernand southernboundaries.In Equation 2.1, they are represented

by a spongeoperatorS0. Spongespreventany disturbancewhich leavesthe domain

throughthe northernsouthernboundaryfrom reenteringit from the south north.

More details on the form of the spongeoperatorare presentedlater. The numerical

codeis modified from a programby Glenn Flierl personalcommunication.

2.1.2 Dimensional Scales

The dimensionalscalesof the model are chosenas follows. The horizontal length

scale, L, is 407 km. The model domain is squaredefinedby Ldomain X Ldomain, where

Ldomain = 2ii-L = 2560 km. The upper and lower layer depthsare D1 = 1 km and

= 4 km respectively. The baroclinic deformation radius, Ldef, is 40 km. The

velocity scale,U = 0.8 m sec1,is chosenasthe maximumvelocity in the upperlayer.

The time scaleis chosenas an advectivetime scale,Tadv = L/U = 29.6 days.The

Coriolis parameteris representedby f = fo + ,f3y, where fo = i0 sec and

/3 = 2 10_li m1sec1.
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2.1.3 Nondimensional Parameters

The model is characterizedby four nondimensionalparameters:

* the ratio of the advectivetime scale to the barotropic Rossby wave period:

/3 = /3imL/U;

* the inversedeformationradius, definedasthe ratio of a horizontal

length scale to the internal baroclinic deformation radius: ‘y = /F1 + F2 =

L/Ldef;

* the depthratio: 6 = Di/D2

* the ratio of the upper layer initial velocity amplitude, U1, to the lower layer

initial velocity amplitude,u : a = ui/u2.

In all the experiments,the values of 6 and ‘y are fixed at 0.25 and 10.18

respectivelyand the valuesof /3 and a arevaried.

2.1.4 Sponge Operator

As wasmentionedbefore,two spongelayersareset up nearthenorthernand southern

boundariesto removeperiodicityin themeridionaldirection. After performingaseries

of experimentswith different widths of the spongelayer, we found the optimalwidth

of about 300 km, which allows enough distancefor the decay of the disturbances.

Whenever a spongelayer was too narrow, it acted as a reflector rather than an

absorber.

The spongeoperatorhasthe following form:

37? &i/
= -Ryq-/3y------. 2.2

The first term is representedby a spongefunction, 7 Figure 2-1, acting to relax

thepotentialvorticity field to the planetaryvorticity. This type of dampingis similar
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Figure 2-1: Spongefunction, 1, defines the ratio of the advectivetime scaleto the
decaytime scale. The latter varies from being infinite in the interior of the domain
to 0.5 day nearthe boundary.

to bottom friction. The meridionally dependentfriction coefficient, fly, is the ratio

of the advectivetime scaleto the decaytime scale,T0dv/Tdecay.Within eachsponge

layer, the decaytime scale,Tdecay, slowly decreasesfrom being infinite to 0.5 day at

the boundary.

The secondterm in the spongeoperatorinvolves the meridionalgradient of

a spongefunction acting on the velocity field. It helps to removespuriousenergy

arising from boundarycurrentswith zero vorticity. This term comesnaturally from

the following velocity damping equations:

= -x,yu-U, i=1,2, 2.3

where u2 = ui, vT is a horizontal velocity vector, U = Ui, VT is a relaxation

velocity vectorand 7 is a friction coefficient, which in generalcould be a function of

spatialvariables.The equationfor relativevorticity, j = -
i, becomes

a7 a7
- = -R<j - -vi + -ui 2.4
Dt 3x 3y
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Zonal symmetry in the model implies that the frictional coefficient changesonly in

the meridionaldirection, i.e. = 0. The relaxationvelocity, U, was chosento be

zero.

2.1.5 Basic Flow

The basicvelocity profile correspondsto a thin eastwardjet and is definedas

Uy = =
, i = 1,2. 2.53y coshwy

The amplitudeof the lower layer nondimensionalvelocity, u2, variesfrom being zero

to the amplitudeof the upperlayer nondimensionalvelocity, u1. Thus, we cancreate

both strongly baroclinicjets or purely barotropicjets Figure 2-2a. The parameter

w definesthewidth of thejet and is chosento equal8.14, which correspondsto a 100

km wide basicflow.

The basic potentialvorticity is then given by

= /3 + + FW
- Wi = /3 + tanhwY{cy + u - u} 2.6

The basic potential vorticity gradientchangessign, so that it satisfiesthe necessary

condition for instability Figure 2-2b. The resultsof the linearstability analysisare

presentedlater.

2.1.6 Initialization

We perturb the basic flow given by Equation 2.5 with a sum of wave packetsof

different wave lengths,eachhavinga Gaussianenvelope.Initially, the disturbanceis

localized in the middle of the domain.

2.2 Linear Stability Analysis of a Two-Layer Model

Two processesplay major roles in a nonlinear spin down of an unstablequasi

geostrophicjet: eddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractions. The following section
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a b

Figure 2-2: The nondimensionalvelocity a and potentialvorticity b for the upper
layer solid line and lower layer dash line initial basic flow. Parameters:u1 =

1, u2 = 0.1, w = 8.14, /3 = 4.15, ‘y = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.North-south
extent of the full domain is [-n, or].

reports the results of a linear stability analysiswhich studiesthe influence of the

barotropicand barocliniceddy field on the meanflow structure.

Although the nonlinearmodeldefined by Equation 2.1 hasa numericalfric

tional operatorandspongelayersnearthedoubly-periodicmeridionalboundaries,the

linearizedmodel is solved for an inviscid casein a channel. Such simplifications are

possiblefor two reasons.First, in the nonlinearmodel, friction is very weak. Second,

aswe show later, unstablenormalmodesresulting from the linear stability analysis

are zero in the regionswhere a spongeoperatorof the nonlinearmodel is not trivial.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
U1y, U2y

0
Q1y, 02y
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2.2.1 Linear Model Formulation

Linearizing the inviscid quasi-geostrophicequationsof motion 2.1 arounda basic

flow gives:

+ JW, qj + Ji, Q = 0, 2.7

where Wy - f" Ujy’dy’ and Qy = /3y+F.W3_- W + are the basicflow

streamfunctionand potential vorticity fields, çb = qjx, y, t and qj = qix, y, t are

the perturbationstreamfunctionand potential vorticity fields and i = 1, 2 is a layer

index. We look for a zonally periodic solution of the form

y, t = Realy 2.8

where Iv is a horizontal wave number and c is the phasespeedof the disturbance.

Substitutingsucha solution into Equation 2.7 gives the following problem for the

normalmodemeridionalstructure:

Uy - cdd - + F3_
- j + = 0, i = 1,2, 2.9

subjectto no-normal-flowboundaryconditionson the lateralboundaries

y = iv = y = -iv = 0. 2.10

2.2.2 Method of Solution

The linear problem2.9 is solved numerically. Discretizingthe equationsat y =

-iv + A.yj - 1, where Ly
=

and j = 1, ..., N, using a secondorder finite dif

ferenceschemeand incorporatingboundaryconditiOns2.10, providesa generalized

eigenvalueproblemof the form:

A=cB. 2.11

Matrices A and B havethe following structures:

A=
i 2
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‘P’22
B=

zip2
where ‘I-t, and P. are tn-diagonalmatricesdefinedas

0 0 ... 0 0

U3 0 ... 0 0

0 hc41 U4 ... 0 0= °
, 2.12

0 0 0 0 ...

0 0 0 0 U1"1

with diagonalelements

3Qi
= -2 - Ly2k2 + Fi +

=

and

2 1 0 0 ... 0 0

1 pi3 1 0 ... 0 0

o 1 pi4 1 ... 0 0
2.13

0 0 0 0 ... N_2 1

0 0 0 0 ... i N_1

with diagonalelements

U
= -2 - Ly2k2+Fj

for i = 1, 2 and j = 2,* . . , N - 1. Matrices and Z. are diagonalwith nonzero

elementsequalgi = LJipiy2 and = F/y2 respectively.

MATLAB’s SPTARN routine was used to solve the generalizedeigenvalue

problem defined in Equation 2.11. We performed a series of experimentswith
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Figure 2-3: Real, c, a and imaginary,c, b pantsof an eigenvalueas functionsof
resolution,N, for u1 = 1, u2 = 0.99, /3 = 4.15, ‘y = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, k = 8, U = 0.8
m sec1.

different resolutionsto ensuresufficient convergence.Figure 2-3 shows the real and

imaginary parts of an eigenvalueas functions of resolution,N, when u1 = 1, u2 =

0.99, /3 = 4.15, y = 10.18, and k = 8. N = 500 was found to be sufficient for the

choiceof parametersconsideredin the numericalexperiments.

2.2.3 Maximum Growth Rates of Unstable Modes

The first set of experimentswas performed for the basic flow with the following

parameters:U1 = 1, /3 = 4.15, ‘y = 10.18, 6 = 0.25 and the lower layer basicvelocity

amplitudeU2 varyingbetween0 and 0.99. Typical unstableeigenvaluesarepresented

in Figure 2-4. As k increases,the numberof unstablemodesdecreasesfrom three to

zero. Long wavesareweakly unstable. Notice that the linear stability analysiswas

performedonly for the integer horizontal wave numbers,k = 1, 2, ..., n. The reason

100 200 300 400 500
RESOLUTION, N

200 300 400 500
RESOLUTION, N
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is that only waves with such wave numbersare presentin the correspondingfully

nonlineardoubly-periodicmodel.

1.5
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Figure 2-4: The growth rates,kc, o and the correspondingreal partsof the phase
speed,c, * asfunctions of a horizontalwave number,k. Parameters:u1 = 1, u2 =

0.99, /3 = 4.15, ‘y = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

Figure 2-5 showsthe maximumgrowth rate,kc, as a function of a horizontal

wave number, k. In this experiment, the amplitude of the upper layer nondimen

sional velocity, u1, is fixed at 1.0. The amplitude of the lower layer nondimensional

velocity, u2, variesbetween0.0 and 0.99. Clearly, the maximumgrowth rateis not a

monotonicfunction of u2 Figure 2-6; as the flow becomesmore barotropic,it first

decreases,reachinga minimum at u2 = 0.2, and then increases,reachinga maxi

mum at ‘a2 = 0.99. This non-monotonicbehaviorsuggeststhat it is the baroclinic

mode that dominateslinear growth for u2 < 0.2. As the barotropicityof the basic

flow increases,the barotropicmode becomesmore and more important, and finally

it dominatesthe linear growth.

The dimensionallength of the most unstablewave increasesfrom 320 km

k = 6 to 426 km k = 8 with a decreasein baroclinicity. Correspondingly,the
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Figure2-5: Themaximumgrowthrate,kc, asafunctionof ahorizontalwave number,
Iv. The amplitude of the upper layer nondimensionalbasic velocity, u1, is 1. The
amplitudeof the lower layer nondimensionalbasicvelocity, u2, changesfrom 0 to 0.2
a and from 0.2 to 0.99 b. Parameters:/3 = 4.15, ‘y = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m
sec1.

dimensionalphasespeedchangesfrom 0.07 m sec1 to 0.34 m sec1.Independentof

baroclinicity, the flow is unstablefor 0 < Iv < 15, so that only wavesshorterthan 170

km arestable.

Themeridionalstructureof themostunstablemodeis similar for all considered

valuesof the lower layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude, U2 Figure 2-7. The

mode is nonzeroonly in the interior of the domain, which justifies the useof the

linearmodel in a periodic channeland neglectingof the spongelayers.

Nondimensional/3 hasa stabilizingeffect on the meanflow Figure 2-8. For

strongly barocliniccasesa, waveslonger that 900 km are linearly stablewhen /3 =

6.64. The long wave cutoff disappearsfor smaller /3. For barotropicbasic flows b,

there is no long wave cutoff. Wavesshorterthan 160 km arestable.

0.0
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0.4

0.2

U2

Figure2-6: The maximumgrowth rate,kc, solid line and the correspondingnondi
mensionalphasespeed,Cr, dashedline asfunctions of the amplitude of the lower
layer nondimensionalbasic velocity, u2. Parameters:U1 = 1.0, /3 = 4.15, =

10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

2.2.4 Wave - Zonal Mean Flow Interactions

The Eulerianzonalmeancirculationis calculatedto understandhow themost linearly

unstablemode affects the meanflow. We assumethe amplitude of the linear mode

to be small and take the zonalaverageof Equations2.7. Repeatingthe arguments

given by Shepherd[35] and adoptinghis notationsimply the following problem:

3 d2
+ - = -Jq.’i, q, i = 1,2, 2.14

subjectto boundaryconditions:

2.15= 0 at y = -iv, iv,

where bar denoteszonally averagedfields, and and q are the streamfunctionand

the potential vorticity fields of the most unstablemode.

0.6

..e

- .0
..e

0

.0
-0-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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a b

Figure2-7: Thereal solid line andimaginarydashedline partsof themost unstable
mode, y, Iv = 6 in the upper layer a and in the lower layer b. Parameters:

= 1.0, ‘a2 = 0.0, /3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec’.

Substitutinga normalmodeform into theforcing term,J5j, q, of theabove

equationsimplies that the solutionmust obey the following:

3iy,t
= 2kcee2t. 2.16at

Thus, the problem2.14 can be rewritten as

+ Fe3_ - e = - yyyi + -

where i = 1, 2, j = - i are layer indices, Iv and kc are the horizontalwave number

and the growth rate of the most unstablemode and a star sign denotescomplex

conjugate.The boundaryconditions are given by e-iv = eiv = 0.

Finite differencingreducesproblem2.17 to solving AE = B, where

c1 ‘I12

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
0’

r
sshd, ‘I’ dashed ‘I’ solid, 4’ dashed
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0

Figure2-8: Themaximumgrowth rate,kc, asafunctionof ahorizontalwave number,
Iv, for /3 = 6.64,4.74,3.68,2.76,2.21.Parameters:u = 1, U2 = 0 in a and u1 =

1, U2 = 0.99 in b.
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Individual blocks of the matrix have the following structures:

-3 4 -1 0 ... 0 0 0

1 li 1 0 ... 0 0 0

0 1 h 1 ... 0 0 0

0 0 1 h, ... 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ... 1 1io1 1

0 0 0 0 ... 1 -4 3

where h = -2 - Ly2F., and

000 000 0

o g 0 0 ... 0 0 0

00 gj 0 00 0

o 0 0 0 ... 0 gj 0

000 0*00 0

where g = Ly2F, i = 1,2.

2.2.5 Eddy Energy Equation

Transient eddiescan grow at the expenseof kinetic or potential energy, or both,

which implies barotropic,baroclinic or mixed natureof the instability process.The

equationfor eddy energy,F’, PedlosIvy[27] for the linear model is given by

a
= f EKEC1 + EKEC2 + EPEC dy, 2.18

where the i-the layer eddy kinetic energyconversion, EKEC, is producedby the

depth-weightedReynoldsstressesacting on the basic stateshear:

EKEC = i=1,2, 2.19
D ax ay ay
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Figure 2-9: The eddy energyconvergenceterms: upper layer kinetic, EKEC1, lower
layer kinetic, EKEC2, potential, EPEC, and total for u2 = 0 a, U2 = 0.2 b and
112 = 0.99 c. Parameters:u1 = 1, /3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.
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andthe eddypotentialenergyconversion,EPEC, is producedby themeridionaleddy

heatflux multiplied by the basicstatetemperaturegradient:

EPEC = F1D1HF2D2U
- U2&. 2.20

WhenU2 = 0.99 Figure2-9c, theinstability is purelybarotropic;thepotential

energyconversionis negligible. For ‘a2 = 0.2 Figure 2-9b, the instability is mixed;

both the kinetic and potentialeddy energyconversionterms are positive and both

participateequally in the growth in time of the total eddy energy. For the case of

112 = 0 Figure2-9a, the instability is predominantlybaroclinicwith somebarotropic

contribution in the upper layer. In the lower layer, the eddy energy increasesonly

due to the eddy heat fluxes. Thus, taking into accountdifferent nature of linear

instability, we expectdifferent impact of transientdisturbanceson the meanflow.

2.2.6 Transformed Eulerian Mean Circulation

To illuminatethe dynamicsof the linearly growing disturbanceand its impacton the

meanflow, the TransformedEulenianMean TEM circulation is calculatedAndrews

and McIntyre [1], PedlosIvy [27], Shepherd[35]:

= + VEP2, z = 1, 2. 2.21

In the TEM formulation, the time variationsof the meanflow velocity result

from the divergenceof the Eliassen-Palmfluxes:

VEP = = _--
+ _1iFjvic51

- 2, 2.22

andfrom the residualmeridionalcirculation:

= - _1iFvi
- 52, 2.23

where is an ageostrophicmeridional velocity and u.j,vT
= i’ T is a

geostrophicperturbationvelocity vector.
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Figure 2-10: a: Upper layer zonal meanacceleration,
.

c: Upper layer north
ward potentialvorticity flux, ‘üj. e: Upper layer residualmeridionalcirculation,
. b, d and f: samefor the lower layer. Parameters:U1 = 1, 112 = 0, /3 =

4.15, = 10.18, 8 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.
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Figure 2-11: a: Upper layer zonal meanacceleration,
‘-*

c: Upper layer north
ward potentialvorticity flux, Jj?jj. e: Upper layer residualmeridionalcirculation,
5f. b, d and f: samefor the lower layer. Parameters:u1 = 1, U2 = 0.2, /3 =

4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.
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Figure 2-12: a: Upper layer zonal meanacceleration, c: Upper layer north
ward potential vorticity flux, Parameters:u1 = 1, U2 = 0.99, /3 = 4.15, =

10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

Figure 2-lOa shows mean zonal accelerations,1- = _2Ivcjeiye2t, for the

case when the amplitudesof the upper and lower layer basic velocitiesare 1.0 and

0.0 respectively. Clearly, the most unstablelinear wave hasa "diffusive" effect on

the upper layer mean flow; it broadensthe flow by decreasingits zonal velocity in

the middle of the domain and increasingit on the flanks of the jet. In the lower

layer, the linearly growing wave tendsto inducean eastwardjet in the middle of the

domain surroundedby weak westwardflows on the north andthe south. Notice that

the amplitude of the lower layer zonal mean accelerationis an order of magnitude

smallerthanthe amplitudein the upper layer.

This contrastswith themeanzonalaccelerationsfor strongerbarotropicflows.

For both 112 = 0.2 Figure 2-ha and u2 = 0.99 Figure 2-12 a, eddieshave purely

diffusive effect on themeanflow in both layers. Thereis no tendencyfor recirculations

in thesecases.
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As Equation2.21 shows,the meanzonal accelerationis defined by the inter

play betweenthe residualmeridionalcirculation and the northward eddy potential

vorticity fluxes. When 112 = 0, they haveoppositeimpacton themeanflow in thecen

ter of thejet; v’q’ tendsto deceleratethe meanflow in the upperlayer and accelerate

it in the lower layer, whereasv’1’ tends to decreasethe isopycnalslope, and therefore

it is northwardacceleratingthe meanflow in the upperlayer and southwarddecel

eratingthe meanflow in thelower layer. However, the dominantcontribution comes

from the eddy potential vorticity fluxes. On the flanks of the jet though, both v’q’

and v’ tend to inducean eastwardflow in the upper layer, so that they both have

diffusive effect of the meanflow. In the lower layer, their role is different: it is only

due to the residualmeridionalcirculation that thereis a tendencyfor westwardflows

on the flanks of thejet in the lower layer. As the amplitudeof the lower layer nondi

mensionalbasic velocity increases,the slope of the isopycnaldiminishes. The latter

leadsto a substantialdecreasein the strengthof the residualmeridionalcirculation,

so that it cannotdominatethe eddy potential vorticity fluxes. Therefore,there is no

tendencyfor the formation of recirculationsin the lower layer.

For stronglybarotropicbasicflows, theresidualmeridionalcirculationbecomes

negligible and the eddy potentialvorticity fluxes havea purely diffusive effect on the

meanflow during the stageof linear growth.

2.2.7 Relevanceto Fully Nonlinear Calculations

As will be describedin section2.3, the upperlayer meanzonal flow decreasesits am

plitude and becomesbroaderduring the first two monthsof the nonlinearspin down

of an unstablejet. Weak westwardrecirculationsdevelopin the lower layer. During

the next 28 monthsof integration,thejet sharpensagain,increasesits amplitudeand

developswestwardrecirculationsin both layers.

A set of linear stability analysisof broader initial basic flows indicates the

tendencyfor strongerrecirculationswhen thebasicflow is strongly baroclinic. Figure
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Figure 2-13: a: Upper layer zonal meanacceleration, c: Upper layer north
ward potential vorticity flux, e: Upper layer residualmeridionalcirculation,
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2-13shows theresultsof eddy-meanflow interactionfor thejet of 160 km width. No

tice that eddy potentialvorticity fluxes act to deceleratethe flow in the upperlayer

and to acceleratethe flow in the lower layer. The residualmeridionalcirculation is

responsiblefor diffusing the jet in the upper layer and for inducing the westward

retardationin the lower layer. In contrastwith a thinner 100 km wide jet, the am

plitudesof meanzonalaccelerationsareof thesameorder of magnitudein both layers.

In strongly barotropicflows, the tendencyfor westwardrecirculationsis absent.As

we increasethe width of thejet, the flow stabilizes.

To seeif thelinearmean-flowinteractionalonecould be responsiblefor thefor

mation of therecirculationswe usedaneddy-meanflow interactionmodel, developed

by Flierl personalcommunication.The model equationsare:

= 2.24

aq - aq
-+Ui+V- =0, 2.25at ax ay

a2
- F1 - F2 = v’1q - 2.26

where.i and aremeanzonalgeostrophicvelocity vectorand meanpotential vortic

ity, U’, v’T and q’ are perturbationgeostrophicvelocity and perturbationpotential

vorticity, x is residualmeridionalcirculation and i = 1, 2 is layer index.

The model was appliedfor a basic flow of the form iiy = Acosh2y and

convergedonly for strongly baroclinicinitial basicflows; the procedurewas divergent

for strongly barotropicflows. The resulting basic flow had well developedwestward

flows. Thus, eddy-meanflow interactionswere sufficient to explain the development

of recirculationsin strongly barocliniccases.

This approachdoes not work for barotropic flows, since strongly nonlinear

regimesallowing for both eddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractionsare required

for recirculationdevelopment.
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Figure 2-14: Eddy - meanflow partition of total energyvs dimensionaltime. The
dark-shadedareaindicatesthe meanflow energypart, the white areaindicatesthe
eddy energypart. Parameters:U1 = 1, u2 = 0, /3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U =

0.8 m sec1.

2.3 Nonlinear Analysis of a Two-Layer Model

2.3.1 The Flow Evolution

In all the numericalexperiments,flow evolution goes through two separatestages.

During the first stage,the eddy energygrows linearly at the expenseof the mean

flow energyFigure 2-14. In the streamfunctionfield Figure 2-15, this stagecorre

spondsto the developmentof instabilities,to thegrowth of meandersand, in strongly

barotropiccases,to ring formation. The secondstagebeginswhen the eddy energy

reachesits maximum. Eddies,radiatedawayfrom thejet, startreleasingenergyback

to the meanflow thusrestructuringit. The equilibratedflow hasa wider andweaker

eastwardjet surroundedby westwardflows to the north and south.

Total integration time of the model is equivalentto 30 months. Total net

transportis constantover time Figure2-16. Both integratedeastwardand westward

10
TIME MONTHS
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Figure 2-16: Dimensionaltotal net solid, eastwarddash-dotand westwarddash
transportsas functions of dimensionaltime. Parameters:111 = 1, U2 = 0, /3 =

4.h5, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec’.
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Figure 2-17: Total solid, potential dash, upperlayer kinetic dash-dot and lower
layer kinetic dot energy. Parameters:U1 = 1, U2 = 0, /3 = 4.15, 7 = 1O.h8, 6 =

0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.
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Figure 2-18: Total enstrophyvs dimensionaltime. Parameters:u1 = 1, U2 = 0, /3 =

4.h5, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

transports increaselinearly for the first 7 months, saturatingcompletely after 15

months.

Sincethemodelhastwo spongelayersand a weaknumericalfilter, total energy

slowly decreaseswith time Figure 2-17. The maximum decaycorrespondsto the

first 5 monthsof model integration,whenintenselygrowing eddiesradiateaway from

the jet and enter the spongelayers. Once eddiesstart releasingenergy back to the

meanflow, the energydecaydiminishessubstantially.

Time fluctuationsof total momentumare less than 0.005%of the total initial

field. Total enstrophydecreaseswith time by about5% Figure2-18,with maximum

decayduring the stageof eddy energygrowth.

2.3.2 The Equilibrated Jet Structure

This sectionsdiscussesthe differencesin the equilibratedjet structuresfor baroclinic

and barotropicinitial basicflows. The initial basicvelocity is chosensuchthat u1 = 1

TIME MONTHS
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and U2 variesbetweenzero and 0.99. In all the experiments,the initially unstablejet

stabilizes,and its structurechangesdrasticallywith time.

Figure 2-19 shows the time evolution of the meanzonal velocity for the case

when initially there is no flow in the lower layer a. In the first month b, when

eddiesgrow at the expenseof the meanflow energy,the upperlayer jet decreasesits

amplitudeand slightly widens. In the lower layer, a weak eastwardflow developsin

the middle of the domainsurroundedby two weak westwardflows. Between1.5 c

and 2 months d of flow evolution, this lower layer structurestrengthens,while the

upperlayermeanzonalvelocity losesits well definedjet profile due to thestill growing

eddy field. After 6 monthsg, eddiespump energyback to the meanflow, and the

equilibratedflow h consistsof a sharpbaroclinic jet with a nonzeroamplitudein

the lower layer surroundedby barotropicwestwardflows on the north and south.

Figure 2-20 showsthe meanflow evolution for strongly barotropicflows. Theprocess

is similar for strongly barotropicbasicflows Figure 2-20.

As the nondimensionallower layer velocity amplitude, 112, variesfrom zero to

0.99, thefinal maximumof themeandimensionalzonalvelocity decreasesfrom 0.88 to

0.53 m sec’ in the upper layer andincreasesfrom 0.23 to 0.53 m sec in the lower

layer Figure 2-2ha. Interestingly, when 112 = 0, the maximum final upper layer

velocity is larger than the maximum initial upper layer velocity. The dimensional

width of theupperlayerjet increasesmonotonicallyfrom 180 to 220 km. In the lower

layer, it diminishesfrom 140 to 120 km as112 increasesfrom 0.0 to 0.5, andthengrows

to 210 km for 112 > 0.5.

2.3.3 Potential Vorticity Mixing

The equilibrationof an unstablejet can be viewed through the processof potential

vorticity mixing that actsto removea negativepotentialvorticity gradients.Such a

processdiffers for baroclinic versusbarotropicjets. In the following discussion,we
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Figure 2-21: a: Maximum of dimensionalvelocity, U U, in m sec’ of the equi
libratedjet in the upper solid and lower dash layersversus the nondimensional
amplitude of the initial lower layer velocity, ‘a2. Parameters:u1 = 1, /3 = 4.15, =

10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sect. b: Dimensionalwidth in km of the equilibrated
jet in the upper solid and lower dash layer versusthe nondimensionalamplitude
of the initial lower layer velocity, u2.

contrasttwo examples: U1, 112 = 1,0 which correspondsto a strongly baroclinic

jet, and u u2 = 1.0, 0, 99 which correspondsto a strongly barotropicjet.

For 112 = 0, both the upper and the lower layer potential vorticity fields have

regionsof negativegradientFigure2-22a. After equilibration,thelower layer poten

tial vorticity is homogenizedin a wide zone underthe axis of the jet Figure 2-22b.

Hence,the flow is only marginallystablethere. Zero q-gradientindicatesthat there

is intensemixing in the lower layer in the centerof the domain. Similar homoge

nizationof lower layer potentialvorticity was observedin a two-layer /3-planemodel

of Pedlosky[28], where he studiedweakly nonlinearequilibrationof Phillips’ model

with weak dissipation.

In the rest of the lower layer domain, thereis a weak positive potential von

ticity gradientwhich correspondsto planetary/3. In the upper layer, the region of

the eastwardjet with largeand positive q-gradient is surroundedon the north and

0.4 0.6 08
U2
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fqx,ydx, i = 1,2,
U1 = 1, U2 = 0, /3 = 4.15,

and final b mean zonal potential vorticity, y =

for the upper solid and lower dash layer. Parameters:
= 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec.

Figure2-23: Initial a andfinal b meanzonalpotentialvorticity for theupperlayer,
= fq1x,ydx. Parameters:U1 = 1, ‘a2 = 0.99, /3 = 4.15, = hO.h8, 6 =

0.25, U = 0.8 m sec’.
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thesouthby the zonesof westwardflows with homogenizedpotentialvorticity. Inter

estingly, the value of the positive q-gradientdecreasedonly by 10% during the flow

evolution, which indicatesvery weak mixing acrossthe upperlayer potentialvorticity

front and intensemixing on the flanks of thejet.

For the case of a strongly barotropicjet, U1, u2 = 1, 0.99, the regions of

initial negativepotentialvorticity gradient Figure 2-23a are removedafter equili

brationFigure 2-23b. The final q-structureconsistsof a zoneof positive potential

vorticity gradienton theaxis of thejet with the regionsof homogenizedpotentialvor

ticity north and south of it. In contrastwith a strongly barocliniccase,the valueof

positive q-gradientdecreasedby 45% , which suggeststhat in a strongly barotropic

flow, mixing occurrednot only on the flanks of the jet, but also acrossthe potential

vorticity front on the axis of the jet.

The differencesin potentialvorticity mixing are illustrated in Figures 2-24-2-

31. For a strongly barocliniccase,U1, U2 = 1, 0, a largepositive potentialvorticity

gradientin the upperlayerjet appearsas an efficient barrier to mixing; even though

meandersgrow to largeamplitudes,the front staysquite coherentand breaksonly in

a few placesgiving birth to rings Figures 2-24, 2-25. Therefore,in the upper layer,

mixing occurs on the sides of the jet; potentialvorticity filaments get strainedand

stirred on eachside of a meander.Most of q-mixing occursin the lower layer,where

theinitial potentialvorticity gradientis negative. After 4 monthsof integrationFig

ure 2-26, the amplitudesof the upperlayer meandersdecrease,and strainingof the

potentialvorticity contoursin the lower layer continues. Both layers aredominated

by heton-likestructures.The equilibratedfield Figure 2-27 is characterizedby ho

mogenizedlower layer potential vorticity under the axis of the jet and by a strong

q-front in the upperlayer.

In the strongly barotropiccaseU2 = 0.99, the meandersstart breakinglong

beforethey propagateacrossthe domain Figure 2-28. After 1 month of integration

Figure 2-29, thereis an intensepotentialvorticitymixing acrossthe front and on
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its sides. The front becomescompletelybroken after 3 months Figure 2-30. Even

thoughinitially there is a strongpotentialvorticity gradientin the middle of the do

main, which shouldserveasa barrierto mixing, theeddy field is so intenseand violent

that it eventuallybreaksthe front. This contrastswith a strongly barocliniccasede

scribedearlier. Theequilibratedpotentialvorticity field Figures2-31 hasa positive

gradient, but it is muchweakerthanthe initial one. Two regionsof homogenizedq

are locatednorth and south of the front.

Energy and Momentum Constraints

During a freespin down, why doestheflow equilibrateitself by developingthe recirdu

lations? Theequilibrationprocess,which we view aspotential vorticity mixing, must

obey the conservationof both momentumand energy. One should rememberthat

althoughthe model is unforced,the conservationis approximatedue to the presence

of a numericalfilter and the spongelayers.

initial velocity final velocity

10

a0

- - - - -_t - -.

Figure 2-32: A schematic,illustrating a thought experiment. Initial velocity profile
left andequilibratedvelocity profile right.
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To illustrate the importanceof the aboveconstraints,let us considerthe fol

lowing thought experiment. Supposethat an initial barotropicallyunstable"point"

eastwardjet hasa velocity amplitudeof 10 units and the kinetic energyof units

Figure 2-32, left. Due to potential vorticity mixing, the equilibratedflow can be

representedby a broadenedjet with velocity amplitudes{a2, a1, a0, a1, a2}, where

a2 <a1 <a0 Figure 2-32, right. Note that we make no assumptionsabout thesign

of the amplitude components,a2. The conservationof momentumand energy imply:

a0 + 2ai + a2 = 10,
2.27

a + 2a + a = 102.

Figure 2-33 shows the solutions of the aboveequations,when the centeramplitude,

a0, is consideredasan independentparametervarying between0 and 10. This simple

experimentshows that the equilibratedjet structuremust have negative velocity

amplitudes,a2, on the flanks of the equilibrated barotropic jet in order to conserve

both energyand momentum.

Figure 2-33: The solutions of systemof equations2.27 conservingmomentumand
energy. The velocity amplitudesa1 solid line and a2 dashedline are shown as
functions of centralvelocity amplitude,a0.
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Figure 2-36: Final - q dependencefor the upper layer a and lower layer b
whenU1 = 1, u2 = 0, /3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

Potential Vorticity Components

The changesin the individual componentsof potentialvorticity fields arepresented

in Figures2-34 and 2-35. In strongly barocliniccases,although the stretchingterm,

-1’F’b1 - ‘2, i = 1, 2, varies somewhat,most of the changescome from the

zonal relative vorticity, in the center of the domain. Therefore, changesin

the meridionalstructureof the flow aremostly responsiblefor removingthe negative

valuesof potentialvorticity gradient. In therecirculationregions,therelativevorticity

term is zero and the stretchingterm is constantin y.

- q Relationship for Equilibrated Jet

Figure2-36ashows threedifferent regionsof final L’ - q relationshipin theupperlayer

for the caseof strongly baroclinic initial basic flow. The axis of thejet corresponds

to the linear and negative1/ - q dependence.In the zonesof recirculations,where

the potential vorticity gradient is zero, the /.‘ - q function is horizontal. The third

zone, where - q is positive and linear, is in the area to the north and south of the
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Figure 2-37: Final ‘ - q dependencefor the upper layer a and lower layer b
when U1 = 1, U2 = 0.99, /3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec1.

westwardflows. Here, thepotentialvorticity gradientis equalto /3. In the lower layer

Figure 2-36b, both in the region of eastwardjet and westwardrecirculations,the

- q dependenceis horizontal. For strongly barotropic initial basicflow Figure 2-

37, thefinal 1b - q relationshipis similar to that of the upperlayerstrongly baroclinic

case.

2.3.4 Relative Strength of the Recirculations

Dependenceon Baroclinic Structure

To understandhow the strengthof the recirculationsdependson the baroclinicstruc

ture of the jet for a given /3, we conducteda series of experimentsin which the

amplitude of the nondimensionalupper layer basic velocity was fixed at 1 and the

amplitudeof the nondimensionallower layer basic velocity was variedbetween0 and

0.99.

Figure2-38 showstotal dimensionalnet, eastwardandwestwardtransportsfor

the equilibratedjet asfunctionsof thelower layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude,
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Figure 2-38: Total net o, eastward* and westward0 transportsin Sv for the
equilibratedjet asfunctionsof the amplitudeof the nondimensionallower layerbasic
velocity, U2. Theupperlayer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude,‘a1, was fixed at 1.0.
Parameters:/3 = 4.15, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25, U = 0.8 m sec’. Dashedlines showthe
observedtransportin the Gulf Stream150 Sv and in the recirculations-80 Sv.

U2, for /3 = 4.15. Both eastwardand westwardtransportswere not monotonic. For

‘a2 < 0.3, the eastwardtransportdecreasedfrom 250 Sv to 200 Sv, whereasthe

westwardtransport diminished from 180 Sv to 30 Sv. For u2 > 0.3, they both

increasedto 500 Sv and 110 Sv correspondingly.Note that the observedtransports

in the Gulf Streamand its recirculationscorrespondto 150 Sv and 80 Sv Hogg [12].

Similar non-monotonicdependenceof the recirculationsstrengthon the lower

layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude was observedfor three different valuesof

nondimensional/3 Figure 2-39 correspondingto threedifferent velocity scales:U =

0.6,0.8 and 1.0 m sect. The minimum in the strengthof the recirculationswas

attainedat ‘a2 = 0.3 for /3 = 4.15 and /3 = 5.53 and at 112 = 0.5 for /3 = 3.32.

Therefore,the recirculationswere strongestfor strongly baroclinicinitial basicflows,

weakestfor flows with intermediatebaroclinicity and of mediumstrengthfor strongly

barotropicflows.
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Figure 2-41: Maximum linear growth rate as a function of a baroclinic parameter,

F1u2±F2u1
Parameters:/3 = 4.15, 72

= 103.75, 6 = 0.25.

However, the aboveexperimentsdiffered in their total energylevels. To see if

the existenceof the local minimum in the recirculationstrengthcould be relatedto

changesin the total energy level or in the partition of kinetic to potential energies,

a set of experimentswas conductedwhere the total energywas fixed and only the

baroclinicity of the basic flow was changed.The latter was definedas the ratio of

the basic baroclinicvelocity, U1 - U2, to the basic barotropicvelocity, F1u2 + F2U1.

Figure 2-40a shows the resulting relative strengthof the recirculations. There is

still a minimum reachedat the value of the baroclinicparameterthat correspondsto

u1 = 1.0 and 112 = 0.3. Thecorrespondingpartitionof kinetic to potentialenergieswas

a monotonic function of the baroclinic parameter.The total dimensionaltransport

Figure2-40b also indicatesthat minimum absolutevalueof the westwardtransport

is attainedat u1 = 1.0 and U2 = 0.3.

Therefore,a non-monotonicbehaviorof the relative strengthof the recircula

tionsis not relatedto thetotal energylevel or to the kinetic-potentialenergypartition.

Instead,it is determinedsolely by the baroclinic structureof the initial basic flow.

Linear stability analysisreportedin section2.2.3 showedthat the growth ratewas a
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non-monotonicfunction of the lower layer nondimensionalvelocity, u2, for a fixed U1

and /3 Figure 2-6. The shapeof the growth rate curves indicatedthe importance

of a baroclinic mode when U2 was close to zero and of a barotropic mode when U2

was closeto U1. For theintermediatevaluesof u2, the growth ratewas minimum, and

both modeshadsimilar growths. Also, in the experimentswith the fixed total energy

level, maximumgrowth ratewas a non-monotonicfunctionof a baroclinicparameter,

F1u2+F2u1 Figure 2-41.

Linear stability analysisalso showed that recirculation developmentdue to

linear wave-meanflow interactionwas possibleonly for strongly baroclinic flows. An

eddy-meanflow interactionmodel appliedto a strongly baroclinicbasicflow produced

recirculationsin both layers. The sameprocedureapplied to a strongly barotropic

flow did not result in flow equilibration. Therefore, for strongly baroclinic basic

flows, eddy-meanflow interactionalone can generaterecirculationsin both layers

throughresidualmeridionalcirculation. Thus, theresultsof thenonlinearcalculations

showinga decreasein the relativestrengthof the recirculationswith an increasein

‘a2 for strongly baroclinicjets are in agreementwith the resultsof the linear stability

analysis.

On the otherhand,recirculationsdevelopedin theprocessof anonlinearequi

libration of a strongly barotropicflow. Clearly, nonlineareddy-eddyand eddy-mean

flow interactionswere necessaryfor their generation.Therefore, the principle mech

anismleadingthe recirculationdevelopmentis different in the caseof strongly baro

clinic and strongly barotropicflows.

In the presentstudy, we did not perform a weakly-nonlinearanalysisof the

basic stateflows. However, Flierl and Meachampersonalcommunicationshowed

that in acontourdynamicalmodelof a two-layercuspjet with threepotentialvorticity

fronts in each layer, the coefficient in the amplitude equationchangessign for the

intermediatevalues of the baroclinic parameter,indicating that the flow doesnot

saturate.Therefore,equilibrationrequiresa strongly nonlinearregime. Similarly, in
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Figure 2-42: The ratio of the upper to the lower layer westwardtransportsfor the
equilibratedjet, as a function of the lower layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude,
‘a2. Parameters:u = 1, = 10.18, 6 = 0.25. The dashed,solid and dashed-dotted
lines correspondto /3 = 3.32, U = 1 m sec1, /3 = 4.15, U = 0.8 m sec1 and
/3 = 5.53, U = 0.6 m sec’ respectively.

a caseof continuouspotentialvorticity gradient, a weakly-nonlinearanalysisapplied

to basic stateflows with intermediatebaroclinicity might not necessarilygive any

insight into the equilibration process.

Figure 2-42 presentsthe ratio of the upper to the lower layer westwardtrans

ports of the equilibratedjet, asa function of the lower layer nondimensionalvelocity

amplitude, ‘a2, for three different valuesof nondimensional/3. The ratio varied be

tween 0.15 and 0.24 with maximumvaluesreachedat the intermediatevaluesof 112

and minimumvaluesattainedwhen 112 = 0. Recallingthat the layer depthswere cho

senas 1 km and 4 km suggeststhat lower layer recirculationswere always stronger

thanupper layer recirculations.

Dependenceon /3

The relative strengthof the recirculations,definedasthe ratio of the total westward

to the total eastwardtransportof the equilibratedjet, increasedwith a decreasein

the value of a nondimensional/3-parameterFigure2-39. This result is in agreement
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Figure 2-43: Schematicshowingmeanpotentialvorticity for two valuesof nondimen
sional /3 : /31 > /32. Light shadedarea indicatesmixed q for /32, dark shadedarea
indicatesmixed q for /31.

with the findings by Jayne et al. [18], who studiedthe statistically steadystateof

theeastwardjet and its recirculationsdriven by the unstablejet inflow on theeastern

boundaryand by the stablejet outflow thoughthe westernboundary.

The increasein the recirculationstrengthwith a decreasein nondimensional/3
canbe easily interpretedby viewing the equilibrationprocessasthe one of potential

vorticity mixing. Figure 2-43 shows schematicpotential vorticity profiles for two

different values of nondimensional/3 : /3i > /32. After equilibration, the regionsof

negativepotential vorticity gradient are removed. Recirculationsappearingnorth

and southof thejet correspondto the regionswith homogenizedpotentialvorticity.

Let us assumeherethat total enstrophyis conservedand that the potential vorticity

gradient on the axis of the jet does not changeduring equilibration. Then, the

following areasmustbeequalseeFigure: A = A and A = A. Therefore,thesize

of thehomogenizedregionis smallerfor /3 = /3i, which indicatessmallerrecirculations.

Hence, conservationof enstrophyand symmetry of the flow imply that the region

of homogenizedpotential vorticity for /31 will be smaller than that for /32. In the

presentmodel, enstrophyis not exactlyconserveddueto the presenceof weak sponge
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layers and a numericalfilter; it decreasesby less than 5% during spin down. Also,

the potentialvorticity gradient correspondingto thejet axis also changesdepending

on the baroclinicity of the basic flow. However, the aboveargumentillustratesthe

importanceof potential vorticity mixing and approximateenstrophyconservationas

constraintson the recirculationsize.

2.4 Results for the Reduced-Gravity Model

To understandthe impact of the barotropic instability on the mean flow and its

possiblerole in generatingthe recirculations,a linear stability analysiswas performed

in a frameworkof a reduced-gravitymodel. The lattercanbeconsideredasa limiting

caseof a two layer model, describedin section2.1, whenthe depthof the lower layer

is infinite, i.e. 8 = D1/D2 = 0. The upperlayer is dynamicallyactiveandis governed

by the following equation:

+ JW, q + J, Q =0, 2.28

where111y = - JY Uy’dy’ and Qy = /3y - 72W + are the basic flow stream-

function and potential vorticity fields, ç = qx, y, t and q = y2q + are the per

turbationstreamfunctionand potentialvorticity fields. The model is defined by the

following nondimensionalparameters:the inverse deformationradius, = L/Ld0f,

and nondimensionalbeta-parameter,/3 = /3dimL2/U. Basicstatevelocity is given by

Equation2.5.

Although the structureof the basicmodeis baroclinic,only the mechanismof

barotropic instability is presentin the reduced-gravitymodel. Again, we look for a

zonally periodic solutionof the form

x, y, t = Realy eikt, 2.29
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Figure 2-44: The maximumgrowth rate, Ivc, solid line and the correspondingreal
part of the phasespeed, cr, denotedby circles as functions of a horizontal wave
number, Iv, in the reduced-gravitymodel for = 9.11, Ldef = 44 km a, 7 =

6.27, Ldef = 65 km b, = 4.07, Ldef = 100 km c and = 0, Ldef = oo d.
Parameters:/3 = 4.15, w = 8.14.
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Figure 2-45: Zonal meanacceleration,, a, northwardpotentialvorticity flux,
b and residualmeridionalcirculation, , c. Parametersof the reduced-gravity
model: U1 = 1, /3 = 4.15, 7 = 9.11, w = 8.14.
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Figure 2-46: Zonal meanacceleration,, in a reduced-gravitymodel. Parameters:
= 1, /3 = 4.15, 7 = 0, w = 8.14.

where Iv is a horizontal wave number, and c is the phasespeedof the disturbance.

Thenthe linearizedequationof motion is given by

Uy - c - k2
- 72 + = 0, 2.30

subjectto no-normal-flowboundaryconditions

l y = iv = y = -iv = 0. 2.31

As in a two layer model, the aboveproblemis reducedto the generalizedeigenvalue

problem:

AI = cBh, 2.32

wherematricesA and B are given by 2.12 and 2.13.

Figure 2-44 shows the maximumgrowth ratesand the real partsof the phase

speedfor four valuesof nondimensional, which correspondto the following values

of the deformationradius: 44 km, 65 km, 100 km and infinite. Thereis substantial

difference in the maximum growth rates. When the deformation radius is 44 km,
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the flow is only weakly unstable,and there is long wave cutoff. As the deformation

radius decreases,the long wavesbecomeweakly unstable. The most unstablewave

increasesfrom 256 to 285 km with a decreasein 7. The correspondingreal parts of

the phasespeedaresimilar for various
.

As the deformationradius increases,short

wavesbecomemore unstable.

The TEM analysisshows the diffusion and the rectification of the flow in the

middle of the domain and the developmentof westwardflows on the flanks of the

jet when Ld01 = 44 km Figure 2-45a. The diffusion of thejet is due to the eddy

potential vorticity fluxes b, whereaswestward rectification is due to the residual

meridionalcirculation c. In the case of an infinite deformationradius, Ldef = 00,

the reduced-gravitymodelbecomespurely barotropic.Similar to atwo layer case,the

TEM analysisdoesnot showany tendencyfor theformationof westwardrectifications

Figure 2-46; the eddy potentialvorticity fluxes havea purely diffusive effect on the

meanflow.

The numericalexperimentswith the fully nonlinear reduced-gravitymodel

show that the relativestrengthof the recirculations,definedby the ratio of the total

westwardto the total eastwardtransports,is a monotonically decreasingfunction

of a nondimensionalinverse deformation radius, , Figure 2-47. When = 0,

which correspondsto an infinite dimensionaldeformationradius, the total westward

transportis 20%of the total eastwardtransport,which compareswell with the results

of the two-layer model for a strongly barotropicbasic flow. When the deformation

radius was chosen to be 44 km y = 9.11, the strengthof the recirculationswas

negligible.

Therefore,in the caseof the reduced-gravitymodel, the tendencyfor the for

mation of the recirculationsduring the stageof linear growth is misleadingin that it

predictsthedevelopmentof recirculationsfor large7 and absenceof the recirculations

for small ‘y. Theinitial basicflow is only slightly supercriticalfor large, andtherefore

thereare no strongly nonlinearwave-meanand wave-waveinteractionswhich would
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Figure 2-47: The ratio of westwardto eastwardtransport in the equilibratedjet vs
nondimensional in a reduced-gravitymodel. Parameters:U1 = 1, /3 = 4.15, w =

8.14.

be necessaryfor the developmentof the recirculationsby barotropic instability. In

the caseof large , the basic flow is strongly supercritical,and hencethe nonlinear

eddy field is strongenoughto producewestwardrectifications.

2.5 Conclusions

The formation of westwardrecirculationsis studiedin the model of a free nonlinear

spin down of zonally symmetric,quasi-geostrophic,unstablejets. The model Flierl,

personalcommunicationhas weak spongelayersand a numericalfilter, which imply

only weak dissipationof energyandenstrophy.

The recirculationsare robust featuresof a two-layer model, which includes

the mechanismsof both baroclinicand barotropicinstabilities. The relative strength

of the recirculations,definedas the ratio of the total westwardto the total eastward

transport,is a functionof thenondimensionalparametersof themodel. It decreasesas

the value of nondimensional/3 increases.This decreasein the recirculationstrengths
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is due to a decreasein the zone of homogenizedpotential vorticity, which in turn is

due to approximateenstrophyconservation.

When /3, and total energylevel are fixed, the strengthof therecirculationsis

maximumfor stronglybaroclinicflows and minimumfor intermediatevaluesof abaro

clinic parameter,Fiiiu1 where u is i-th layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude

and F is i-th layer Froudenumber. In strongly baroclinic cases,eddiesmarginally

equilibratethe flow and createa wide zoneof homogenizedpotential vorticity in the

lower layer. This result is in agreementwith the study of a weakly-nonlinearequili

brationof Phillips’ modelwith weak dissipationPedlosIvy[28]. In the upperlayer, a

positive potentialvorticity gradienton the axis of thejet decreasesby less than10%,

thus appearingasan efficient barrier to mixing. Most vigorousmixing occurson the

edgesof the jet in the upperlayer and underthe axis of thejet in the lower layer.

As the jet becomesmore barotropic, a positive potential vorticity gradient

developson theaxis of thejet in thelower layer, reflectinga morestableflow structure.

In strongly barotropicjets, thereis vigorousmixing both acrossthe positive potential

vorticity gradientand on the edgesof thejet, leadingto a decreaseon a valuesof the

upper layer potentialvorticity gradienton the axis of the jet by more than 45%.

The linearstability analysisappliedto a two-layerjets showsthat in strongly

baroclinic cases, the lower layer recirculationsare driven by the eddy heat fluxes

throughtheresidualmeridionalcirculation. In theupperlayer, thedivergenceof eddy

potential vorticity fluxes tends to simply "diffuse" the jet during the stageof linear

growth. Nonlineareddy-eddyand eddy-meanflow interactionsare further important

in inducingtheupperlayer recirculations.The linearanalysisshowsthat thestrength

of the residualmeridionalcirculationsincreaseswith an increasein the width of basic

flow. That is why a "meanflow" model Flierl, personalcommunicationsuccessfully

reproducesrecirculationswhen appliedto strongly baroclinicbasicflows.

For strongly barotropictwo-layerbasic flows, which arestrongly supercritical,

the lineareddy potentialvortidity fluxes tendto diffuse thejet in both layerswithout
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any tendencyfor the formation of westwardflows on the flanks. As the basic flow

becomeswider, it stabilizes. Therefore, strongly nonlinearregimes,which allow for

both eddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractions,are requiredfor the emergenceof

recirculationsfor strongly barotropicbasicflows.

Thus, althoughthe recirculationsdevelopin a two-layer model for barotropic

and baroclinic flows, processesleading to their generationare different. In baro

clinic case,eddy-meanflow interactionis powerful enoughto drive recirculations.In

barotropiccases,strongly nonlineareddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractionsare

required for the recirculationsdevelopment. The existenceof two different mecha

nisms is responsiblefor a non-monotonicdependenceof the recirculationstrengthon

the baroclinicparameteron nonlinearexperiments.

In the reduced-gravitymodel, which has just the mechanismof barotropic

instability, recirculationsform asaresultof a nonlinearspin down of anunstablebasic

flow only for the caseof an infinite dimensionaldeformationradius. For deformation

radii smallerthan 65 km, the total westwardtransportis less than 5% of the total

eastwardtransport.

The resultsof the linear stability analysisare misleadingsince they imply a

weak tendencyfor the formation of the recirculationsfor small dimensionaldeforma

tion radii and the absenceof the recirculationsfor an infinite dimensionaldeformation

radius. The linear stability analysisis not helpful sincethe basicflow is only slightly

supercriticalfor large7, implying a weak eddy field.
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Chapter 3

Colliding Jets Model Formulation

3.1 Introduction

In the following Chapters,we investigatetheproblemof low frequencyvariability and

associatedmultiple dynamicalregimesresulting from the internaldynamicsof an un

stablequasi-geostrophicjet and its recirculations.Particularly,we raise thefollowing

questions:Are low frequencyvariability and multiple dynamicalregimesan inherent

part of the internal dynamicsof a quasi-geostrophicjet and its recirculations?Are

thereany differencesbetweenbarotropicand baroclinic instabilities as mechanisms

affecting low frequencyvariability? Which dynamical regimesare associatedwith

low frequencyvariability and which precessesare responsiblefor transitionsbetween

them? Are theredifferencesbetweenlow frequencyvariability and multiple dynami

cal regimesin the globally forced wind-driven modelsand boundary-forcedmodels,

which we usein a presentstudy?

To study the abovequestions,we designedregional reduced-gravityand two

layerquasi-geostrophicmodelsthat areforcedby prescribedinflow andoutflow bound

ary conditions;dissipationis the only active forcing term in the equationsof motion.

The openboundariesrepresentthe borderbetweenthe "outside" regionof slow Sver

drup interior, wherethe wind forcing plays a crucial role, and the "interior" region
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of the westernboundarycurrent, its eastwardextensionand its recirculations,where

the internaldynamicsof thejet is dominant. In our model, the role of wind-forcingis

limited to defining a particulardistribution of potentialvorticity and streamfunction

along the inflow and outflow boundaries,a distribution that is fixed in time. Notice

that, in the wind forced modelswhich exhibit multiple dynamicalregimes,the in

flow into the jet canchange,sinceSverdrupbalanceis not exact; suchchangesmay

influence the dynamicalbehavior.

3.2 Model Formulation

3.2.1 Governing Equations

The numericalmodel is a discretizedversionof the time-dependenttwo-layer quasi

geostrophicpotentialvorticity equationson a /3 - plane:

= V+S inQ, 3.1

subjectto the boundaryconditions:

‘iI’i = W, V2’/ = t, V4 = M. in ft 3.2

Here, 1/j = ‘ibx, y is a quasi-geostrophicstreamfunction,q = qix, y =

Fji-?/’ is potentialvorticity, and i = 1,2 is a layer index. Therectangularmodel

domain is defined by U , where I1 is the set of all the internal points and 2 is the

set of all the boundarypoints. On the boundaries,the streamfunction,its Laplacian

and the squareof the Laplacianare prescribedas known functions W, £ and M.

The dissipation is provided by biharmonic diffusion and by bottom or interfacial

in the case of the reduced-gravityformulation friction, so that V1 = -A6V/’1

and V2 = -A2V2J’2 - A6V62. In addition, the dissipationS.j in the spongelayers,

of which details are presentedlater, preventspart of the outgoing radiation from

reflectingback onto the interior domain.
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3.2.2 Dimensional Scales

The dimensionalscalesare chosenas follows. The horizontal length scale is L =

2400 km, the advectivevelocity scaleis U = 1. m sec1,which implies an advective

time scale T = L/U = 27.8 days. The layer thicknessesin the referencerun are

D1 = 600 m and D2 = 4 km. The Coriolis parameteris fo = 7.25 . iO sec1, its

meridionalgradientis /3dim = 1.97.10_h m’ sec1.Thebaroclinicdeformationradius

is chosenas Ld0f = 47 km. Reducedgravity is g’ = 0.02 m sec2.The dimensional

biharmonicdiffusion coefficient, .Agim, equalseither8.1010m4 sect or 8.108 m4 sec1.

The valuesof the dimensionalbottom friction or interfacial friction, A2dim, vary.

3.2.3 Model Domain

The model domain is a rectangularbasin definedas

3.3

wherex0 = -x02 = L/2L2, y = -y3 = 0.5. The dimensionalwest-eastand south-

north extentsof the domain areL = 4667 km and L = 2400 km. The model hasa

uniform grid with 257 by 129 grid points,which impliesa horizontalresolutionof 18.5

km. High resolutionrunswith 513 by 257 grid points and a correspondinghorizontal

resolution of /x = 9.12 km and /.y = 9.38 km were performedto ensurethat the

model’sbehavioris robust.

3.2.4 Nondimensional Parameters

The model hasthe following nondimensionalparameters:

* the nondimensionalbeta,definedasthe ratioof the advectivetime scaleto the

barotropicRossbywave period: /3 = /3dimL2/U;
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* the inversedeformationradius, definedasthe ratio of a horizontallength scale

to the internal baroclinic deformationradius: 7 = /F1 + F2 = L/Ldef, where

the i-th layer Froudenumberis given by F =

* the depth ratio: 6 = Di/D2

* the ratio of the maximumof the lower layer inflow streamfunction, to the

maximumof theupperlayerinflow streamfunction,W : = maxW2/max’I’i,

* the nondimensionalinterfacialor bottom friction coefficient, which is the ratio

of the advectivetime scaleto the frictional decaytime scale: A2 = A2dimL/J,

* the nondimensionalbiharmonicdiffusion coefficient, which is the ratio of the

advectivetime scaleto thebiharmonicdiffusion time scale: A6 = AmL_3U1

3.2.5 Forcing and Boundary Conditions

The model is forced by the set of prescribedinflow and outflow boundarycondi

tions. Such a forcing isolatesbaroclinic and barotropicinstabilities as mechanisms

responsiblefor low-frequencyvariability and multiple dynamicalregimes.

Two thin jets of equalstrengthenterthe domainfrom the southand thenorth

Figure 3-h, flow along the closedwesternboundary,and collide in the middle of the

domain, therebycreatingan eastwardjet. The latter propagatesacrossthe domain

and leavesthrough the openedeasternboundary. The other two regionsof inflow

are locatedin the northernand southernparts of the easternboundary,where the

enteringflow hasweak westwardzonalvelocity. The geometryof the modelallows for

theinteractionbetweenthewesternboundarycurrentandtherecirculationsgenerated

by the instabilitiesof the eastwardjet.
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Figure 3-1: The geometryof the colliding jets model.

The inflow and the outflow on the open boundariesare implementedusing a

given streamfunctionfield, which is kept fixed in time:

‘bx,y =

I

0

Weast

.tJ8outh

south

for{x,y j x=x, y8yy02},

for {x,y I x=x0, ysyyn},

for{x,y x00<x<x0, y=y5},

for{x,y x02<x<x0, y=y},

3.4

= R I

0 for{x,y xx02,

east for {x, y x = x0, y y yn}
3.5

l

WsOuth for {x, y x < x < x0, =i
0k

Wth for {x, y x02 < x < x0, y = yn},-i

where k = 2, 4, R1 = 1 and 112 = a. The coefficient a varies between zero and

one, thus allowing the creationof inflow/outflow conditions with different degreesof

baroclinicity.

south

L
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We chose a free-slip boundary condition for the closed western boundary.

Berloff and McWilliams [3] comparedthe free- and no-slip boundaryconditionsin a

frameworkof a three-layerwind-drivenquasi-geostrophicmodel with lateraldiffusion

and showedthat the main differencein the resulting dynamicswas that for computa

tionally achievablefrictional parameters,the westernboundarycurrentdid not have

local instability with a free-slip boundarycondition.

Here, the boundaryconditions are chosenin sucha way that the geostrophic

transport into the domain balancesthe geostrophictransportout of the domain.

However, the total mass,which also includesageostrophicfields, is not fixed in time.

Thepresenceof openboundariesallowsfor smallfluctuationsof massdueto variations

in the orderof Rossbynumberfields. Thedescriptionof suchfluctuationsis presented

in Chapter4.

Thereis zero potentialvorticity flux throughthe boundaries:

fqjuj.ndK = 0, 3.6

where u, = Ui, vT
=

_.i, T is a quasi-geostrophicvelocity vector and n is a

vector normalto the boundaryQ. The contribution from planetaryvorticity, /3y, is

zero becausethe open boundariesare symmetric: yn = -y3. The potential vorticity,

V2’i/’ + Fb3_ -
also integratesto zero sincethe streamfunctionon the northern

boundaryis antisymmetricto the streamfunctionon the southernboundary.

However, the potentialvorticity flux into the southernnorthern part of the

domaindependson the particularform of theinflow and outflow conditions. Different

conditions may result in an intensified or a weakenedpotential vortidity exchange

acrossthe potentialvorticity front associatedwith the eastwardjet.

3.2.6 Sponge Operator

Traditionally, modelswith openboundariesuseso-calledradiationconditionschemes

on the outflow boundaries.Such radiationconditionsattemptto allow the outgoing
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part of the disturbanceto propagateout of the domain without reflecting back and

thereforewithout contaminatingthe interior solution.

However, radiation conditionswere not usedin the presentmodel for the fol

lowing reasons.The openeasternboundaryin the model hasregionsof both inflow

and outflow Figure 3-1. A radiation condition can be appliedonly on the outflow

part of the boundary;the inflow is fixed in time, thus providing steadyforcing. Nat

urally, the information on the outgoing disturbancethat comesfrom the interior of

the domainand leavesthroughthe outflow part of the boundaryis independentfrom

the informationthat entersthe domain from "outside" throughthe inflow part of the

boundary. This results in a discontinuitybetweenthe inflow and outflow valuesof

the field to which a radiationcondition is appliedhere, the streamfunctionfield.

As a result, in our model, the problemof outgoing radiation is resolved by

combiningprescribedinflow/outflow boundaryconditionswith an absorbingsponge

layer, which is representedin Equation 3.1 as

as aw as aw
= -Sx, yqi - Q - ---- - -b-- - ------ - ----,

3.7

where5x, y is a spongefunction,qj and l/’j are instantaneouspotentialvorticity and

streamfunctionfields, and Q, and If are prescribed"relaxation" potential vorticity

and streamfunctionfields. The latter are chosenas initial fields. Therefore,in addi

tion to absorbingthe outgoing radiation, the spongelayer also allows for a smooth

transition of the instantaneousinterior flow to the prescribeddistribution of inflow

and outflow boundaryconditions.

A particularform of the spongefunction is given by

0 forx<a, -b<y<b,

5x,y
= U tcaY

2 + wh2 for x > a, y > b, 3.8

2 + 1Y252 for x > a, y < -b,

whereTd002 = 24 hoursis theminimumdecayscalein the spongelayer,a = xe-3OLx

and b = y -
25y. The correspondingdimensionalwidth of the spongelayer in the
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Figure 3-2: Contoursof spongefunction, 5x, y, a and its derivatives, b and
c. Solid line is usedfor positive values,dashedline is usedfor negativevalues.
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easternpart of the domain is Weast = 550 km and the width in the northern and

southernparts of the domain is Wnorth = W30th = 470 km Figure 3-2.

3.2.7 Numerical scheme

The governingequationsare discretizedin time with a centeredleapfrogschemeto

integrateforward the potential vorticity field:

= q’ + 2LtJ1 + S’ - D’, 3.9

where Iv and I denotegrid points in x and y directions, t - 1, t, and t + 1 are

consecutivetime steps,J is a Jacobianterm, SJ71 is a spongefunction term, and

V1 is a dissipationterm. To suppressa computationalmode associatedwith the

leapfrogscheme,the potentialvorticity fields at t + 1 and t - 1 are averagedevery 20

iterationsto get a correctedpotentialvorticity field at t + 1.

To calculateJktl, the Arakawa Jacobianformulation is used. This allows no

net advectionout of the interior regionof potentialvorticity, enstrophyor energyas

long asthe streamfunctionis constantalong the boundary.

3.2.8 The Inversion of the Potential Vorticity Field

The time steppingschemeis applied to the potential vorticity field which is then

inverted to get the streamfunction.The inversion problemsare solvedseparatelyfor

the barotropic, ‘lIbt = F1b2 + F2’i11, and baroclinic, 1/b = 112 - ‘1, modes and are

given by

= F1q2 + F2q1 - /372y in Q, 3.10

‘/bt = Fi’i12+F211’i inQ

and

V2 - 721/bC = q2 - q1 in Q, 3.11

‘/bc = 11’2-’l11 infl.
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The upper and lower layer streamfunctionsare then restored:

= 11’a + -hF11672. 3.12

FORTRAN 77 routines,H2GCIS and H2GCSS,from the CRAYFISH package

were usedfor solving the HelmholtzEquations3.10 and 3.11.

3.2.9 Initialization of the Model

To ensurethestability of currentsenteringthe domainthroughthe openboundaries,

the model is initialized with a streamfunctionfield constructedfrom the Fofonoff

solution. The latter satisfiesArnold’s sufficient conditionfor stability of a stationary

nonparallelflow [2], since - > 0.

To createan initial condition,we first definethe following streamfunctionfield

Figure 3-3a:

F for4<xx, 0yy02
3.13

1F forxxx,y3y0,

wherex = -4 = L/2L, L = 5000 km and 1/’F is the Fofonoff solutionsatisfying

- /3Yo J y + Yo - sinhky + Yo 2 °° -h k2 coshIvx . nny + yoj
- Iv2 yo sinhIvyo

+
n=i n k02 coshkxo

sin
Yo

where Yo = x0 = L/2LY, k = k2 + niv/yo2, Iv2 = 72 + C, C > 0.

The potentialvorticity field, q, = /3y + V2b - hasa discontinuityin the

middle of the domain Figure 3-4, since

lim qx,y = - lim qx,y 0.

The discontinuitymay produceinstability, and thereforewe smoothit out by interpo

lating q, betweenits valuesat y = -0.1 and y = 0.1 to get a new potentialvorticity

field, q5 Figure 3-3d. The inversion of this field results in a streamfunction,

Figure 3-3c that correspondsto a 600-km wide jet. The initial condition thus is
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Figure 3-4: Solid line: the meridionalprofile of potentialvorticity, q,,, = /3y + V25 -
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chosenas = for x, y E Figure 3-3 e,f. Notice that after the interpolation,

the necessarycondition for instability is satisfied,sincethereare regionswhere

is negativeFigure3-5. Smoothedfield is no longera steadysolution.

3.3 Energetics of the Model

3.3.1 Energy Equation

Multiplying theupperandthelower layerpotentialvorticity equations3.1 by -i j
and -11’2 correspondinglyandaddingthemtogethergive thefollowing energyequa

tion:

+VP=G. 3.14

Here, E is the total energydefined by the sum of the depth-integratedupper and

lower layer kinetic energyand the availablepotential energy:

F
= { a1i2

+ 2}

+ i - b22, 3.15

where F0 = F1d1F2d2, d = ., i = 1, 2. The x- and y- componentsof the energy

flux vector, P = Pi + P2j, are definedby

Fx = di1{+niUi+?1i} 3.16

and

= 3.17

whereH = qi - /3y. The dissipationterm is given by

C = 3.18

whereV, and 5, aredefined in section3.2.1. In the absenceof dissipation, the time

changesof the total energyare only due to the divergenceof the energyflux vector.
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3.3.2 Energy Sourcesand Sinks

Total energysourcesand sinkscan be identified by integratingequation 3.14 over

the model domain:

= _

f: yx,yn -Px,y4 dx- fPxxe,y dy+

f f Cx,y dx dy, 3.19
Ys

whereE = f f E dx dy.

The first two integrals on the right-hand side of equation 3.19 are energy

sourcesprovided by inflows through the open boundaries,whereasthe last inte

gral is the energy sink due to dissipation. It is important to recognize that the

time dependenceof the energy source integrals stems from the following terms:

‘çbix0,yvix,y, and ?/‘x,y8 ux,y3. Due to the presence

of a strongspongelayer, which actsto dampperturbationsfrom the prescribedfield,

11’, the accelerationterms are negligible. Therefore, the energy input due to in

flow/outflow boundaryconditionsis time-independent,which implies that time vari

ations of total energyare only due to correlationbetweenthe solution and the dissi

pation term.

In contrast, in the wind-driven quasi-geostrophicmodels, even though the

wind-stresscurl is steady, the energyinput, definedas the correlationbetweenthe

streamfunctionand the wind-stresscurl, - f J,, 11 . V x iv dx dy, can vary in time,

dependingon the solutionstructure.Primeau [29] showeda remarkablesimilarity be

tweenthe steadyand the time-dependentsolutionsof a wind-drivenreduced-gravity

model of McCalpin and Haidvogel [25] and estimatedthe differencesin the energy

input for multiple equilibria at 13%. Scott and Straub [34] found that antisymmet

rid steadysolutionswith strong jet penetrationand the jet axis aligned with the

maximumwind stresswere the most efficient at maximizingthe energyinput. Non
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symmetric steadysolutions, on the other hand, were less correlatedwith the wind

forcing and thus providedsmallerenergyinput.

In their time-dependentmodel, McCalpin and Haidvogel [25] found that the

symmetryof theglobalwind forcing structurewas importantfor maintainingthehigh

energydynamical regimes,which closely resembledthe antisymmetricsteadystate

solutionsof PrimeaU [29]. For high valuesof the wind forcing asymmetryparameter,

the high energystatedisappeared,and theflow was characterizedby the low energy

statewith weakly penetratingjet andstrongmeanders.

Considerthefollowing thoughtexperimentillustrating theimportanceof global

wind forcing for the existenceand maintenanceof multiple dynamicalregimes. As

suming all parametersand the basic state are the same in the wind-driven and

boundary-forcedmodels, the linear vicinities of a fixed point correspondingto the

antisymmetricsolution should be topologically equivalentfor the two models,since

the wind-forcing drops out of the linear equationsof motion. As we show later, for

the antisymmetricsteadysolutions, the structureand the growth rate of the most

unstablemodesare indeedsimilar for the regional and wind-driven reduced-gravity

models. Now, supposethe wind-driven model trajectory is recoveringfrom a low

energystateand is moving towards a high energystate, thus approachinga linear

neighborhoodof an antisymmetricfixed point. In this case, the recirculationsbe

come larger, and the jet straightens. The spatial structureof the solution is now

strongly correlatedwith the antisymmetricwind stresscurl, and thus the energyin

put is increased.Therefore,if the model trajectoryis closeto thefixed point, but the

nonlinearinteractionsarestill at work, the wind forcing could play a crucial role in

further "directing" the model towardsa steadyantisymmetricsolution. The dissipa

tion is also important,and perhapsit might tend to move the trajectoryaway from

the fixed point. Numerical experimentsshowedthat the model initialized with the

antisymmetricsolution would take more than 20 years to move into a lower energy

state. Therefore,strong correlationbetweenglobal wind forcing and an antisym
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metric solution,which expressesitself in the increasedenergyinput, provideshigher

chancesof reachingand maintaininga high energystatein a time-dependentwind-

driven model. Such a mechanismfor restoringthe symmetryof a solution is absent

in the boundary-forcedmodel, where the energy input in fixed in time. It is only

nonlineareddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractionsand dissipationthat affect the

model trajectory as it moves toward the fixed antisymmetricpoint. We therefore

expect that in the time-dependentcolliding jets model, it would be more difficult to

reach and,subsequently,to maintaina high energystate.

3.3.3 Energy ConvergenceBetweenthe Time Mean Flow and

Perturbations

Theenergyconversionratesbetweenthetime meanflow andperturbationsareimpor

tant for understandingthe dynamicsof multiple statesand of the transitionbetween

them. To derive the energyexchangerates,let us divide the potentialvorticity and

streamfunctionfields into the time meandenotedby bar and the perturbationde

noted by prime:

qx,y,t = x,y+qx,y,t, 3.20

11x,y,t = 7x,y+?1x,y,t, 3.21

where i = 1, 2 are layer indices. Then the potential vorticity equation3.1 can be

rewritten as

+J,q +J, =+V++S. 3.22

Assumingthat perturbationsare small comparedto the time mean fields, the lin

earizedperturbationpotential vorticity equationhas the following form:

=D+S. 3.23
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inflow

Figure 3-6: Generalenergyconversiondiagramfor the 2-layermodel.

Multiplying equation3.23 by -‘i1d and summingover two layersgive the following

equationfor perturbationenergydensity:

=

__

db J1/’, ± ] -

-

[J+J.] +

F04 -11/4 [Jv,2 - J11/4,1] -

2

dV + 5’ 3.24

whereK =
[2

+
2]

is eddykinetic energydensityand p,
=

1t /2

is eddy potential energydensity.

Sincethe perturbationstreamfunctionis zero on the boundaries,all the diver

gencetermsof equation3.24 disappearin the domain integral. Terms responsible

D+S
,

D+S
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for time changesin the perturbationenergy are the barotropic energy conversion

rate, BTC, betweenthe meanflow and perturbationsdue to work by eddy momen

tum fluxes and the baroclinic conversionrate, BCC, betweenthe mean flow and

perturbationdue to work by eddy heat fluxes:

BTCx,y =
-

[J11/ äi + vt], 3.25

BCCx,y = F0 -/4 [J2 - J/4,1]. 3.26

When the conversionratesintegratedover the modeldomain arepositive, the energy

associatedwith perturbationsgrows in time, and therefore eddiesdraw the energy

from the meanflow. As we noted earlier, the rate of externalforcing due to inflow

boundaryconditionsis given by the energyflux vector V . P, whereP is definedin

3.16-3.17. The dissipationratefor the meanflow and for the perturbationare

- 2

+ 3.27

and

2

-
d/V + S. 3.28

i=1

Integralsof the aboveconversionratesover the model domainaresummarizedin the

energyconversiondiagramin Figure 3-6.

3.4 Ring Dynamics at the Western Wall

The behaviorof rings and their interactionwith the westernboundarycurrentsmay

becrucial thestability of the systemand thereforeon thetransitionbetweenmultiple

dynamicalstates.
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Figure 3-7: A schematicillustrating the behaviorof rings on the westernboundary.

A ring trajectoryat the westernboundaryis affectedby two competingpro

cessesFigure3-7. Thefirst oneis theformationof an imagevortexwith theopposite

vorticity sign due to a rigid wall boundarycondition. A newly createddipole struc

ture tendsto propel itself along the boundarynorthwardfor anticyclonic rings and

southwardfor cyclonic rings. The secondprocessaffecting the ring movementis its

advectiontowardsthe middleof the domainby thewesternboundarycurrent. There

fore, dependingof the strengthof the ring, it either moves towardsthe eastwardjet

or away from it.

If the ring is weak enoughand thereforeis advectedtowardsthe middle of the

domain, it usuallyrejoins the eastwardjet and may, by injecting anomalouspotential

vorticity, further perturb it. However, if the ring is strong enoughto overcomethe

advectiveforce of the western boundarycurrent, two scenariosare possible. First,

the ring-imagevortex dipole movesalong the wall until entering anabsorbingsponge

layer. Such a ring might be ableeither to halt or to changethe path of the western
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boundarycurrent. This, in turn, might breakthe symmetryof the inflow conditions

neartheseparationpoint and leadto the overshootof the oppositeflowing boundary

current. Second,a weakerring maydissipateenoughenergywhile traveling along the

wall, to reverseits trajectorybefore reachingthe spongelayer and subsequentlyto

join the eastwardjet.
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Chapter 4

Results for Reduced-Gravity

Colliding Jets Model

4.1 Model Formulation

4.1.1 Governing Equation

This chapter reports the results for the reduced-gravityversion of the colliding jet

model which isolates the importanceof barotropic instability and dissipation for

the existenceand maintenanceof low frequencyvariability and multiple dynamical

regimesof a quasi-geostrophicjet with recirculations. The governingpotential vor

ticity equationis easilydeducedfrom equation3.1 whenthe lower layer is assumed

infinitely deepand motionless:

= V+S inn, 4.1

subjectto the boundaryconditions:

= W, V = £, V41/’ = M in . 4.2
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Here, ‘ = ‘x, y is a quasi-geostrophicstreamfunction,q = V2/’ + /3y - 72/ is

potential vorticity. The parameterspaceis reducedto

L2 /3dimL2 A1imL

{72_/3_

U
,A2=

U A6=LU}

since the depth ratio, 6, and the baroclinic coefficient, a, are zero. Coefficient A2

representsthe interfacial friction, and thereforethe dissipationin the upper layer

is given by V = -A2V2 - A6V6’b. The model geometryand the structureof the

spongelayer are asdescribedin Chapter3.

4.1.2 Energetics

For the caseof infinitely deepand motionlesslower layer, the energyequationis

+VP=G. 4.3

Here, F is the total energydefined by the sum of the kinetic and availablepotential

energy:

F
= {

2 2
722 }. 4.4

The x- and y- componentsof the energyflux vector, P = .Pi + Py, are defined

as

P = -11b - ?1flU - /32 4.5

and

P2 = - 11b[IV 4.6

where Ii = q - /3y. The dissipationterm is given by

G = -y5V+S. 4.7
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Figure 4-1: Energy diagramfor the reduced-gravitymodel.

Sincethere is no horizontalheattransfer,the baroclinicconversionterm betweenthe

perturbationand the time meanstateis zero. It is only due to work by Reynolds

stressesthat there is an energyexchangebetweenthe meanflow and perturbations,

given by the barotropicconversionrate:

BTCx, y = P + J,
v-] +

J ,+J_a 48
ay ‘ay .

The energyinput due to inflow boundaryconditions is fixed in time and is given by

domain-integrateddivergenceof theenergyflux vector,P. Thedissipationratefor the

meanflow and for perturbationsare -1 + and -‘V’ + 5’ respectively.The

energy conversiondiagram Figure 4-1 summarizesthe domain-integratedenergy

transferratesfor the reduced-gravitymodel.

D+S
,

D+S
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4.2 Linear Stability Analysis of Steady Antisym

metric Solutions

4.2.1 Steady States vs Interfacial Friction Coefficient

In this section,we describesteadyantisymmetricsolutions of the reduced-gravity

model. As we show later, suchsolutions closely resemblevariability associatedwith

a high energy state of the time-dependentmodel. Therefore, the linear stability

characteristicsof thesesolutionsare importantfor understandingtheeddy-meanflow

interactionpresentin a high energystate.

Steadyantisymmetricsolutions of the reduced-gravitymodel were calculated

by adaptinga version of the numericalcodewith enforcedmeridionalantisymmetry.

On eachiteration, the potential vorticity field was steppedforward in time only for

the southernhalf of the domain, y < 0, subject to ‘/‘ = 0 at y = 0. The fields for

the northern half of the domain, y > 0, were taken as mirror imagesof the fields

for y < 0. The model was integrateduntil the following numericalequivalentof an

equilibrationcriteriawas satisfied:

IEt + zt - Etj
<_9Et

where11t is total energyat time t and Lt is the time step.

Figure4-2 presentssteadyantisymmetricsolutionsofthe reduced-gravitymodel

for Agim = 8.1010 m4 sec, = 16 Sv andthefollowing valuesof theinterfacialfric

tion coefficient, Arm: 1.0. i0’, 5.0.10-8,3.5J08,3.0108, 2.8J08, 2.5 108 sec1.

With an increasein thedimensionalinterfacialfriction coefficient, the total en

ergy level of the steadysolutionsdiminishesfrom 0.08 to 0.052 Figure 4-3a, which

is directly relatedto a decreasefrom 2350 to 1000 km in the longitudinal size of the

recirculatinggyres Figure 4-3b. The maximumin the total eastwardwestward

transportalso drops from 41 to 26 31 to 16 Sv Figure 4-3c,d, indicatingweaker

eastwardjet and recirculations.
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4.2.2 Growth Rates, Phase Speedsand Structures

of Unstable Modes

To determinethe growth rates,phasespeedsand spatialstructuresof growing modes

associatedwith steadystatesolutions,we usedan initial valuetechniqueappliedto the

original nonlinearmodel. A similar approachwas adoptedby Simmonsand Hoskins

[36] in a studyof quasi-geostrophicbaroclinicinstabilitieson asphere.Themodelwas

initialized with the sum of a steadystatesolution, 11’s, and a uniformly distributed

randomnoise, ‘x, y. The amplitude of the perturbationpotential vorticity field

was chosenas 1% of the maximumin the steadystatepotential vorticity field, Qs.

Let us representthe perturbationstreamfunctionas a modal solution of the

form 11b’x, y, t = Real Ax, yet, where Ax, y = Ax, y + iAx, y is a

spatiallyvarying amplitude,Ar and A are realfunctions,a is a growth rateand cr

is frequency.The total energyof the perturbationfield is given by

E11’x,y,t = e2t
{2

+ +72 B12}, 4.9

where B = A cosot - A sino’t + ‘i A dO5ait + Ar sinai. Assumingthat the

perturbationamplitude is small, and therefore the nature of the eddy-meanflow

interactionis linear, the growth ratecanbeestimatedby fitting a straight line to the

natural logarithmof the perturbationenergy:

lnE?1’x,y,t = 4.10

WhenAZ = i.0.i0’ sec’, theperturbationenergydecaysto zero with time,

and therefore the correspondingsteadyantisymmetricsolution is stable. However,

for > 5.0. 10-8 sec’, steadyantisymmetricsolutionsareunstable,andthe time

evolution of lnEb’x,y Figure 4-4a is characterizedby threedistinct regions

which reflect changesin the nature of internal interactions. Initially, the uniformly

distributedperturbationfield doesnot correspondto a preferredmode of instability
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and thereforeis not efficient at extractingenergy from the mean flow. After 3 or

4 years, the exponentially growing mode arises on the axis of the eastwardjet and

in the areaof recirculations,and hencelnE?1’x, y,t displays linear growth. For

A" <3.5. 108 sec’, the perturbationamplitudebecomesso largeafter 13 to 15

years, that the nonlineareddy-eddyinteractionsbecomedominant,and the growth

ratesaturates.Notice that for = 5.0 108 sec1,thegrowth ratewas still linear

after 27 years. This indicatesthat a trajectory of the time-dependentmodel might

stay in the vicinity of the fixed point associatedwith the antisymmetricsolutionfor a

long time. In general,there might be severalunstable,exponentiallygrowing modes

in the system,which would thenenforcecurvatureof ln E?1’x, y, t duringastageof

exponentialgrowth. The absenceof suchcurvaturein ln El1’x, y, t Figure 4-4a

in the presentmodel indicatesthe existenceof just one unstablemode.

The e-folding time, h/cr, of the unstable,oscillating mode decreasesfrom 4.8

years for = 5.0 . 108 sec’ to 417 days for = 2.5 - 108 sec’ Fig

ure 4-4b. As we show later, the time-dependentregional model displays multiple

dynamical regimeswhen = 3* 108. The correspondinge-folding time for the

nearlyantisymmetricsolution is 481 days. In comparison,Primeau[29] estimatedthe

e-folding time at 897 daysfor the antisymmetricsteadystatesolution of the wind-

driven reduced-gravitymodelwith the parametersetfrom McCalpin and Haidvogel’s

model [25]. The differencesin the e-folding times betweenthe presentmodel and the

wind-driven casecould be attributedto the differencesin the strengthof forcing.

Snapshotsof the most unstablemodes Figure 4-5 show a spatialstructure

similar to that calculatedby Primeau [29]. There are four cells on the axis of the

eastwardjet and weakercells in the areaof westwardrecirculations. Visualization

of the mode’s time seriesrevealsa very complicatedpropagationpattern,when am

plitudes and spatialextentsof the cells locatedon the jet axis slowly grow at some

times and quickly shift westwardat other times. The westwardpropagationspeedof

the cells in the areaof the recirculationsis constantin time. Qualitative similarity
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betweenthe resultsof linear stability analysisof the antisymmetricsolutionsfor the

regionaland the wind-driven modelstemsfrom the fact that wind-forcing drops out

of the linearizedequationsof motion for the wind-drivencase.

Whennonlinearitiesbecomelarge, thepotentialvorticity anomaliesassociated

with four cells start interactingwith eachother leading to saturationin the energy

growth and to formation of rings in the areaeastof the recirculations. This process

might be identified asa spatialgrowth of instabilities.

4.3 Sensitivity Study for Various Interfacial Fric

tion Coefficients

4.3.1 Classification of States

The regionalcolliding jet model showedstrongdependenceof the flow characteron

the value of the interfacial friction coefficient, Figures4-6 and 4-7 summarize

the results of the sensitivity study for the following two values of the biharmonic

diffusion coefficient: A/’ = 8- 1010 m4 sec’ and AgZm = 8 108 m4 sec’. For both

valuesof Agim, with a decreasein the model progressedthrough the following

regimes:

* State A. The flow structureconsistsof a very broad, stableeastwardjet; the

recirculationsare absent.

* StateB. Theflow structureis stableand consistsof an eastwardjet surrounded

by two recirculatinggyres.

* State C. The flow structureis unstableand consistsof an eastwardjet sur

roundedby two recirculatinggyres. The eddy field is dominatedby eastward
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STATE FLOW CHARACTER

5.0 . 10 F one dynamical state: eastwardjet with large-amplitude,
westward propagatingmeandersand large meridional
shifts in thejet separationpoint; strong rings are formed
on the westernboundary;recirculationsareabsent

2.0 108 F as above
4.0 10-8 11 low frequency variability associatedwith two dynami

cal states: high energy state is characterizedby large

/ medium / small recirculationsand weak / medium /
strongeddy and ring fields, rings are formed eastof the
recirculations;low energystatehas no recirculationsand
is characterizedby large-amplitude,westwardpropagat
ing meanders,largemeridionalshifts in thejet separation
point and strong rings formed on the westernboundary

5.0 108 E as above
6.0 108 E as above
7.5- 108 D low frequency variability associatedwith eastward jet

and longitudinally pulsating recirculations,strong ring
formation, eastwardand westwardpropagatingmean
ders, weak and medium rings are formed east of the
recirculations

1.0. h0 C one dynamicalstate: eastwardjet and two recirculating
gyres,weakring formation,eastwardandwestwardprop
agatingmeanders

1.5 . h0 B stable state: eastwardjet with two recirculatinggyres
2.0 . h0 B as above
2.5 . h0 A stable state: broad stablejet, no recirculations

Figure 4-6: Flow charactervs interfacial friction coefficient, in sec’, when
= 16 Sv and = 8 108 m4 sec’.
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STATE FLOW CHARACTER
0 the flow did not reach a steadystateafter 60 yearsof

integration
1 108 F one dynamical state: eastwardjet with large-amplitude,

westward propagatingmeandersand large meridional
shifts in thejet separationpoint; strong rings are formed
on the westernboundary;recirculationsareabsent

2 . 108 F asabove
2.5 . 108 F asabove
2.8 108 F low frequency variability associatedwith two dynami

cal states: high energy state is characterizedby large

/ medium / small recirculationsand weak / medium /
strong eddy and ring fields, rings are formed eastof the
recirculations;low energystatehas no recirculationsand
is characterizedby large-amplitude,westwardpropagat
ing meanders,largemeridionalshifts in thejet separation
point and strong rings formed on the westernboundary

3.0 108 E asabove
3.5 108 D low frequency variability associatedwith eastwardjet

and longitudinally pulsating recirculations, strong ring
formation, eastward and westward propagatingmean
ders, weak and medium rings are formed east of the
recirculations

5.0 10-8 C one dynamical state: eastwardjet and two recirculating
gyres,weak ring formation,eastwardandwestwardprop
agatingmeanders

1.0. i0’ B stable state: eastwardjet with two recirculatinggyres

Figure 4-7: Flow charactervs interfacial friction coefficient, in sec’, when
= 16 Sv and Ag’m = 8 1010 m4 sec1.
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and westwardpropagatingmeanders.Weakrings form eastof the recirculating

gyres.

* State D. The flow structureis unstableand consistsof an eastwardjet and

two recirculatinggyres.The longitudinal size of the recirculationschangeswith

time thus giving rise to low frequencyvariability. Theamplitudeandthe spatial

structureof the eddy field arestrongly time-dependent.The eddy field is char

acterizedby eastwardandwestwardpropagatingmeanders.Their interactions

give birth to rings in the areaeast of the recirculationgyres.

* State E. The flow structuredisplayswell-developedlow frequencyvariability.

The model stays in one of the two dynamicalregimes: high energystateD or

low energystateF.

* StateF. Theflow structureis unstableand consistsof aneastwardjet with large

meridionalexcursionsin the separationpoint. The eddy field is dominatedby

large-amplitude,westwardpropagatingmeandersand strong rings formed only

on the westernboundary.The recirculationsareabsentin instantaneousfields.

The existenceof multiple energy regimes is illustrated in Figure 4-8, which

shows normalizedhistogramsof total energyfor variousvaluesof the interfacial fric

tion coefficient. The energy level of steadyantisymmetricsolutions discussedin sec

tion 4.2.1 is denotedby a dashedline and is either equal or higher than that of

the correspondingtime-dependentsolutions. For weakly unstableflows A =

5 h0 sec’, the trajectoryof the time-dependentmodel stays in the vicinity on

a fixed antisymmetricpoint, and thereforethe rangeof diagnosedenergyvalues is

small and is closeto E’11. The correspondingenergyhistogramhasonly one peak,

indicating a unique dynamicalregime. For strongerunstableflows, the rangeof en

ergy valuesof the time-dependentmodel becomeslarger. With further decreasein

the energyhistogramchangesits shapefrom a normalto a bimodal distribu

tion. The model now has two preferredenergy states,each one associatedwith a
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distinct dynamicalregime. For small valuesof the interfacial friction coefficient, the

high energystatebecomesunstable,and the model trajectory stays in a dynamical

regimeassociatedwith a low energystate.

4.3.2 Examples of States

In this section,we briefly describethe dynamicsof different states.The full analysis

of the modelwill be given in section4.4 for the caseof stateE.

State A

For high valuesof the interfacialdragcoefficient, the flow hasthe following structure.

Part of the meridionalinflow separatesfrom the westernboundarycurrentand flows

eastwardcreatinga broad stablecurrent that leavesthe domain though the eastern

boundary. Another part of the flow representstwo colliding currents that form a

narrow eastwardjet that broadens400-700km eastof the separationpoint Figure

4-9. Thereare no recirculationsin this state,althoughthereare weak 0.2 m sec1

westwardvelocitiesnorth and southof the narrow part of the jet. Insteadof closing

on themselves,contours of streamfunctionand potential vorticity loop towardsthe

westernboundarycurrentand then curvebackeastward.Even though is negative

in the eastwardjet, thereforesatisfyingthe necessarycondition for instability, the

interfacialdrag is so strong that it suppressesany growing disturbances.

State B

An exampleof theflow structurefor stateB is presentedin section4.2.1 Figure 4-2a

for = 1 . 107sec1and Agim = 8 1010 m4 sec.
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inflow

Figure 4-11: Energydiagramfor A2 = 5.0 108 sec’, initial inflow transportof 16
Sv and A6 = 8 1010 m4 sec’.

State C

In agreementwith linearstability analysisof section4.2.1, theflow becomesunstable

whentheinterfacialfriction coefficientfalls belowsomecritical value. In stateC, when

is close to the critical value, the model trajectory is trappedin the vicinity of

an antisymmetricfixed point, since the eddy-meanflow interactionsdominatethe

eddy-eddyinteractions.This explainswhy the model stays in one dynamicalregime

and why the time meanstreamfunctionand potential vorticity fields Figure 4-ho

closely resemblethe steadyantisymmetricsolution. The flow structureconsistsof an

eastwardflowing jet and two recirculatinggyres. The longitudinal size of the time

meanrecirculationsequals 1500 km comparedto 1600 km in the case of a steady

solution and doesnot substantiallychangein time.

Theenergyconversiondiagramsummarizingtheenergeticsof the modelshows

that thebarotropicconversionterm is small. The perturbationenergyis only 3.3% of
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the total energy. The eddy field is dominatedby eastwardand westwardpropagating

meanders.Perturbationkinetic and potentialenergydensitiesFigure4-12 havespa

tial structuresresemblingthe structureof the linearly unstablemode. Apparently,

the dynamicsis dominatedby the linear eddy-meanflow interactionsand weakly-

nonlineareddy-eddyinteractions.The amplitudeof the perturbationfields nearthe

separationpoint shows that the latter has weak meridionalexcursionsdue to me

ander movement. The dissipationof the perturbationenergyoccurs in the areaof

westernboundarycurrentand on the axis of thejet westof 1000 km. The barotropic

conversionenergydensity is aligned with the jet axis and is maximumwest of 1500

km. The spatialstructureof the perturbationfields indicatesthat rings formed east

of the recirculationsare so weak that they are quickly dissipatedduring their west

ward propagationin the recirculationregions. Therefore, they mostly provide weak

potential vorticity mixing acrossthe front in the region eastof the recirculations.

State D

In stateD, themodelexhibits low frequencyvariability associatedwith changesin the

zonal extentof the recirculatinggyres. The time meanstreamfunctionand potential

vorticity fields Figure4-13 have1200km long recirculations.Theenergylevel of the

time meanstreamfunctionis 14% smallerthanthe energylevel of the antisymmetric

steadysolution. During the flow evolution, the recirculationsize fluctuatesbetween

700 and almost 1800 km. Since most of the potential energy is containedin the

recirculationareas,andbecausethetotal energyis dominatedby thepotentialenergy,

the time seriesof total energyshows periodsof high and low valuesFigure 4-14.

For high valuesof total energy,the model trajectoryis in thevicinity of anan

tisymmetricsteadysolution. The recirculationgyresareabout 1800 km long, and the

eddy field is very weak. The flow however, is linearly unstable,andthereforegrowing

disturbancesdraw energyfrom the meanflow. The amplitude of the eddy field in

creaseswith time, until nonlinearinteractionsstartdominating.At this moment,the
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Figure 4-14: Time seriesof total nondimensionalenergyfor A2 = 3.5 . 10 sect,
initial inflow transportof 16 Sv and A6 = 8- 1010 m4 sec’.

meandersreachlargeamplitudes,which leadsto the formation of strongerrings east

of the recirculations. As the rings travel westward in the recirculationregion, they

mix oppositesign vorticity into the surroundingfluid and homogenizethe surround

ing, thus decreasingthe recirculationstrength. Upon reachingthe westernwall, they

are advectedby the westernboundary currentand entrainedinto the eastwardjet.

The formation and propagationof strong meandersand rings leadsto a decreasein

the size of the recirculatinggyresand to a subsequentdrop in the total energy level.

Once the recirculationsshrink, the flow becomesless turbulent, and perturbations

decay. At this point, the advectionof potentialvorticity by the western boundary

current becomesdominantand restoreslargerecirculations,which causesthe total

energyto increase.

The conical shapeof perturbationkinetic and potentialdensity fields Figure

4-15 is connectedto the existenceof meandersand rings not only on the axis of the

jet, but also in the recirculationregionsand along the westernwall. The barotropic

conversiondensity and the dissipationof perturbationenergyare maximum on the

axis of the jet west of 500 km and along the westernwall.
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Figure 4-16: Energy diagramfor A2 = 3.5 108 sec1,initial inflow transportof 16
Sv and A6 = 8 1010 m4 sec’.

The energy diagramFigure 4-h6 summarizesthe domain-integratedenergy

transfers for state D. Comparedto state C, the energy associatedwith the mean

field did not changemuch. However, the perturbationkinetic energywas an order of

magnitudelarger,and the perturbationpotentialenergygrewmore thanthreetimes.

The barotropic conversionwas almost twice as large. Since the interfacial friction

was weaker,both meanandperturbationenergydissipationtermswere smallerthan

in stateC. The partition of perturbationenergyreached9% comparedto only 3% in

stateC.

State F

In stateF, the model exhibits strong low frequencyvariability associatedwith high

energyperiods,whenthe flow structureis as in stateD, and with low energyperiods,

when the flow structureis as in stateF. The details of the dynamicsfor stateF are

presentedin section4.4.
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State F

For small valuesof the interfacial friction coefficient, the flow is strongly unstable.

After perturbingan antisymmetricsteadysolution seesection4.2.1, the eddy field

grows rapidly, drasticallychangingthe structureof the meanflow and causingthe

recirculationsto disappear.The separationpoint of the eastwardjet suffers large

meridionalexcursions.Sincenorthwardand southwardovershootsareequally possi

ble, the westernboundarycurrentsappearto be separatingearly from the wall and

flowing eastward,thus creatinga region of zero streamfunctionand "homogenized"

potential vorticity Figure 4-17. The time meanfields are thereforemisleadingand

can not be interpretedas structurespersisting in time. The recirculationsare not

presentin the instantaneousfields. Instead,thereare individual vortices, trapped

betweenmeander’shighs and lows, which provide weak mixing on the flanks of the

jet.

Thestrongeddy field is dominatedby largeamplitude,westwardpropagating

meanders,which do not allow any ring formationin theinterior of the modeldomain.

However, theinteractionof thesemeanderswith the westernwall createslargeexcur

sionsin theseparationpoint and strong rings that, dueto a no-normal-flowboundary

condition, move along the westernboundaryagainstthe advectiveforce of the west

ern boundary current. Boundary ring formation providesstrong potential vorticity

mixing acrossthe front and tendsto decreasethe asymmetryin the inflow conditions

near the collision point. However, for a given value of the interfacial friction coeffi

cient, themeanderamplitudesare largeenoughto guaranteestrongexcursionsin the

separationpoint, which keepsthe model trajectory in a low energystate.

In contrastwith statesC and D, the spatialstructureof perturbationenergy,

its dissipationand barotropicconversionFigure4-18 havemaximaalongthewestern

boundary. Their penetrationinto the model interior is less than500 km. The energy

diagramFigure 4-19 summarizesdomain-integratedenergytransfers.
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Figure 4-19: Energy diagramfor A2 = 2.0 108 sect, initial inflow transportof 16
Sv and A6 = 8- 1010 m4 sec’.

4.4 ReferenceRun: State E

4.4.1 Dimensional Parameters

As a referencecase,we chosea run that displayedwell-developedmultiple dynamical

regimes.The dimensionalscalesand parameterswere chosenasfollows:

L = 2400 km,

L = 4667 km,

Ldf = 47.64 km,

.4dim
= 8- 1010 m4 sec1

.42dim
= 3* h08 sec’,

= 600 m,

inflow

t4-103

BTC K’ 5.1-10

P 1.2-1

D+S
,

D+S
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U = 1 m sec’.

Note that all the dimensionalparametersare as in McCalpin and Haidvogel [25],

except for the value of the interfacial friction coefficient, where they used =

hO sec. With the abovevaluesof dimensionalparameters,the strengthof the

total inflow into the modeldomain is estimatedat T0 = 16 Sv. After the initial spin

up, the model was integrated for 970 years to obtain all the necessarystatistics.The

dimensionaltime step was 140 minutes, and the streamfunctionfields were recorded

every 4.7 days.

4.4.2 Energy Time Series and Their Spectra

Figure 4-20 shows the time series of kinetic, potential and total energy which are

characterizedby chaoticfluctuations. On average,total energyis partitionedbetween

92%potentialand8% kinetic energy. Therefore,total and potentialenergytime series

are well correlated,and we shall concentrateon the total energybehaviorin thenext

sections.

The kinetic energypowerdensity spectrumFigure 4-21a is red and hasdif

ferentslopesfor periodsless than4 monthsand periodsbetween1 and 7 years. There

arepeaks in the spectrumat the time scalesof 5.1 monthsand 7.5 months. To en

sure their significance,we narrowedconfidenceintervals by computingpowerdensity

spectrumfor periods less than 5 years Figure 4-23b. The energy associatedwith

the 5-month period is at least twice as high as the energy of the 7-month period

Figure 4-23d. The first peak is associatedwith the interactionof largeamplitude,

westwardpropagatingmeanderswith the western boundaryduring the low energy

period, which leadsto largemeridionalexcursionsin the separationpoint and to for

mationof rings on the wall. Figure 4-2lb presentspowerdensityspectrummultiplied

by the frequencywhich revealsthat most of kinetic energylies in the bandbetween1
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and hO years. For periodshigherthan 7 years,the kinetic energyspectrumis roughly

flat.

Figure 4-22 shows that most of the potential energy is on the decadaltime

scales, with a significant level on interannualscales. Similar to the kinetic energy

spectrum,it has peaks at 5.1 and 7.5 months Figure 4-23a, however, the energy

associatedwith them is quite low Figure4-23c,which might be the signatureof the

ring life cycle. For comparison,a peak in the potential energyspectrumnot in the

kinetic energy at periodsbetween7 and 8 monthswas also observedin the wind-

driven reduced-gravitymodel of McCalpin and Haidvogel[25] and was attributed to

the preferredtime scaleof eddy-meanflow interaction.

4.4.3 Energy Histograms

The histogramof nondimensionaltotal energy,TF, Figure 4-24 hasa bimodal dis

tribution which reveals two preferred energy regimesof the model: stateL with

0.062 < TF < 0.064 and state H with 0.066 < TF < 0.072. The transition

states,HL high to low and LH low to high, are characterized by the energy

level 0.064 < TF < 0.066. As we show in the following section, HL and LH transi

tions aredynamicallydifferent. Basedon the histogram,the probabilityof the model

staying in a particularenergyregimeis estimatedas 0.79 for stateH, 0.16 for state

L and 0.05 for the transitions.

For comparison,in the wind-driven reduced-gravitymodel of McCalpin and

Haidvogel [25], the total energyhistogramdid not have a bimodal distribution. In

stead,it displayedthreeenergypeaksassociatedwith threedifferent dynamicalregimes.

Therewas significant overlapbetweenthe different states,which indicatedthat the

model wasspendingasmuch time in transitionas in any given state.

The distribution of kinetic energy is not normal. MATLAB QQPLOT rou

tine appliedto the kinetic energytime seriesshows the quantilesof the normalized
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Figure 4-25: QQPLOT of total kinetic energy. Dashedline is error barsfor normal
distribution. Solid line denotesquantilesof the normalizedkinetic energytime series
vs quantilesof the generatedtime serieswith normaldistribution. Parameters: =

16 Sv, A6 = 8- 1010 m4 sec’ and A2 = 3.0 10-8 sect.

kinetic energy time series, {K1
},

versus the quantiles of the generatedrandom

time series with normal distribution. Here, K3 = KF - k/stdKF, where

= .4>1KF and stdKF are the meanand the standarddeviationof the ki

netic energytime series,{KF1 } . QQPLOT allows to determinewhetherthe time

series come from the samedistribution. Figure 4-25 indicatesthat the tails of the

kinetic energytime seriesdo not fit within the error barscalculatedfor normal dis

tribution. Therefore,kinetic energy time series is not normaldue to the existence

of two different dynamical regimes. However, becauseof a significant overlap, the

distribution doesnot appearto be bimodal.

As we describelater, in the presentmodel, energystateL is relatedto a dy

namicalregimeof an eastwardflowing jet with strong meridionalfluctuationsin the

positionof the separationpoint and violent large-amplitude,westwardpropagating

meanders.The statedoes not have recirculatinggyres, and its eddy field is char

acterizedby strong rings generatedonly on the western wall and not in the model

interior. State H, on the other hand, possesseswell-developedrecirculations.How

ever, the longitudinal size and the symmetry of the recirculationssuffer significant

changesin time, thus giving rise to strong low frequencyvariability within energy
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stateH. The eddy field is characterizedby periodsof strong and weak ring forma

tion in the region east of the recirculation gyres. An attempt to determineclear

energeticboundariesbetweensolutions with large, antisymmetricrecirculationsand

small, asymmetriconesfailed. Therefore, the energyhistogramprovides energetic

boundariesonly betweena statewith no recirculationsand a statewith spatially

varyingrecirculations.

4.4.4 Time Mean Flow

Although the total energyhasa bimodal distribution, the time averagedstreamfunc

tion and potentialvorticity fields are still useful in describingthe system. Averaged

over thewhole time series,the time meanstreamfunctionfield Figure4-26a is char

acterizedby two antisymmetricrecirculatinggyrespressedagainstthe eastwardjet

and the western boundary currents. The meridional and longitudinal sizes of the

gyresare 200 and 1000 km respectively.East of the recirculations,thejet widens up

to 400 km.

The correspondingpotential vorticity field Figure 4-26b shows two tongues

of anomalouslyhigh and low potential vorticity advectedby the western boundary

currenttowardsthemiddleof thedomain from thenorth andsouth. Therecirculation

regionsaremarkedby closedpotentialvorticity contours. The value of homogenized

potential vorticity in the northernrecirculationindicatesthat water is broughtfrom

the north, entrainedinto the jet and then mixed north of the jet. The oppositeis

true of the southernrecirculation.The potential vorticity front associatedwith the

eastwardjet is sharpnear the separationpoint and becomeswider eastof 500 km,

which might be the sign of enhancedcross-frontmixing in this area.
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4.4.5 Time Mean Eddy Variability

The spatialstructureof thetime meaneddyvariancesFigures4-27a-dindicatesthat

thevariability is concentratedin the areaof the eastwardjet and its recirculationsand

in the western boundaryregion close to the separationpoint. Within the eastward

jet, the variability reachesits maximum around 800-1000km and decaysfurther

eastwardleveling to zero beyond 2000 km. Another maximum is aligned with the

westernboundarycurrentbetween900 and 1500 km. As will be discussedlater, the

conical shapeof the variability region is associatedwith the barotropic instabilities

in the form of waves, rings and meandersand their interactionswith the western

boundarycurrent, changesin the spatialstructureand the size of the recirculation

gyresand meridionalshifts in the positionof the separationpoint of theeastwardjet.

4.4.6 Statistical Differences in the Eddy and Time Mean

Flow Energy

Figures 4-28a,b presenta segmentof the total energyand the correspondingeddy

energy time series. Visually, the low total energy periods are correlatedwith the

periodsof maximum eddy energy. To quantify it, we computeda two-dimensional

histogram Figure 4-29 showing the number of times the model had a particular

total energy/eddyenergy pair. When interpretingthe results,one must remember

that total energy is the sum of meanflow energy,eddy energyand temporaryposi

tive or negativecorrelationsbetweenthe meanand fluctuating fields. The histogram

shows two separateclustersof the eddy energyvalues. The first one is associated

with the high total energystate,H, and hasthe following meanand standarddevia

tion: mH, crH = 0.0105,0.037.The secondclustercorrespondsto L-state and has

inL, UL = 0.0163,0.041 as meanand standarddeviation. The aboveanalysissug

gests that the high low total energyregimesareassociatedwith the low high eddy

energy. The small overlapbetweenthe two eddy statesindicatesthat in addition to
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Similarly, eddy enstrophylength scale,L’emst, is defined in 4.11, whereF is now the

domain-integratedperturbationenergyand = J’ f dydx is eddy enstrophy.

Figure 4-31 showstwo-dimensionalhistogramsof total energyvs Len5t and of

eddy energyvs Clearly, thereis no significantchangein the enstrophylength

scalebetweenthe high and low energyregimes. Therefore, regimevariability is not

connectedto scalevariability.

4.4.8 Mean Fields Associated with Different Energy States

The averagingof the fields within severalenergybandsshows qualitativedifferences

in the structureof the flow and helps to understandthe natureof the multiple dy

namicalstatesof the model. Figures 4-32 and 4-33 presentensembleaveragesof the

streamfunctionand potentialvorticity over four energybands: low energy: L=[0.062

0.064], transition and a low rangeof the high energystate: HL=[0.064, 0.0685] , a
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medium rangeof the high energystate: HM=[0.O685, 0.0705] and a high rangeof

the high energystate: HH=[O.0705, 0.072].

The structuresof the streamfunctionfields aresimilar for thelast threeenergy

ranges: all of them are characterizedby the presenceof symmetric recirculations.

However, the longitudinal size of the gyres decreasesfrom 1500 km for HH-state

to 800 km for HL-state. In HM- and HL- states,the width of the eastwardjet

increasesfrom 200 km just eastof the recirculationsto 400 km eastof 2000 km. The

suddenchangein the jet’s width is associatedwith the presenceof larger meanders

andtheformationof rings eastof the recirculationgyres. Thecorrespondingpotential

vorticity fields differ not only by theshapeof the recirculationregions,but alsoby the

valuesof the mixed q : HH has the highest values of anomalous potential vorticity.

Another obvious differenceis the detachmentof the mixed q-regionfrom higherand

lower latitudesin HL-state, which allows for larger excursionof potential vorticity

contoursindicating a more unstableflow structure.

In the L-energyrange,thetime meanfield is a combinationof equally possible

antisymmetricsolutions.One is characterizedby the overshootingsouthward-flowing

western boundarycurrent separatingfrom the wall approximately300 km southof

the middle of the domain. The otherone hasa northward-flowingwesternboundary

currentseparating300 km north of the middle of the domain. Such solutionsexplain

the presencein the time meanof an anticyclonic/cyclonicvortex north/southof the

middle of the domain. In the time mean, the recirculationsappearto be pushed

further eastward,and their zonal extent is only 500 km. They exist mostly in the

time meansense;the instantaneousfields haveindividual vorticesconfinedbetween

large amplitude, westward propagatingmeanders. The correspondingtime mean

potentialvorticity field appearsto havea 500 km by 500 km regionof "homogenized"

potentialvorticity in the western part of the domain. This is misleading,sincethe

time meanfield is constructedby averagingof two oppositesign potential vorticity

fields due to overshootingevents. Nevertheless,this is a region of vigorous mixing
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acrossthe front, sincelarge amplitude,westwardpropagatingmeandersinteracting

with the westernwall form strong rings, that propagateaway from the middle of the

domain.

4.4.9 Typical Energy Cycle

Eddy Energy - Total Energy Partition

To understandbetterthe natureof multiple dynamicalregimes,we choosea typical

cycle Figure4-34a whenthe total energyrapidly decaysHL-transition and, after

fluctuatingaroundminimumvaluesfor 10-50 years, quickly builds up againreaching

its maximum LH-transition. Typical transitionstakebetween5 and hO years and

areassociatedwith significant changesin the spatialstructureof the meanand eddy

fields. Such changesare dynamically asymmetricfor HL- and LH-transitions. The

ratio of eddy to total energyFigure4-34bindicatesthat in theformer case,the eddy

field part increasesfrom 10% to 30%. Duringthe LH-transition,the eddyenergylevel

reachesits minimum of 7% and averagesat 15% in H-state. The amplitude of the

fluctuationsin the eddy-meanflow partition is the highestduring L-state.

Flow Evolution During a Typical Energy Cycle

In this section,we describethe evolution of the streamfunctionand potential vortic

ity fields during a typical energy cycle depictedin Figure 4-34a. At t = 1.3 years

denotedby number 1 in Figure 4-34a, when the total energy is in H-state, the

flow Figures 4-35a,b haswell-developedrecirculationswith a longitudinal extent

of 1500 km. Small fluctuationsin the position of the separationpoint are due to

weak eastwardpropagatingmeanders.East of the recirculationregion,wherethejet

is wider and thereforemore stable,meandersare characterizedby westwardpropa

gation and larger amplitudes. The collision of eastwardand westwardpropagating

meandersleads to formation of rings in the region east of the recirculations. The
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meanderamplitudesdefine the strengthand the size of createdvorticesand thus the

degreeof potentialvorticity mixing acrossthefront. Oncethe ring detachesfrom the

front, it travelswestwardin the recirculatinggyresmixing the oppositesign vorticity

into the surroundingsand homogenizingthe surroundinggradient. Upon reaching

the westernwall, at this stageof the flow development,rings are not strong enough

to overcomethe advectiveinfluenceof thewesternboundarycurrent. Thus, theyjoin

the eastwardjet and further perturb it.

At t = 5.2 yearsdenotedby number2 in Figure 4-34a,the total energylevel

is still high, and the eddy energypartition increasesfrom 10% to 20%. The growth

of jet instabilities and subsequentring formation lead to a decreaseto 800 km in

the longitudinal extent of the recirculationsFigures 4-35c,d. Although thejet front

is still symmetric in the recirculationregion, the gyres lose their symmetry. One of

them starts wrappingaround anotherone, thus giving birth to strongerand larger

rings and therefore providing enhancedpotential vorticity mixing acrossthe front.

Rings in turn tend to further decreasethe size and the strengthof the recirculations.

Time t = 10.4 years denotedby number3 in Figure 4-34a marksthe begin

ning of a sharpdeclinein the total energy level and correspondsto a further increase

in the eddy energypartition. Although the jet still separatesin the middle of the

domain, its front exhibits strong northward and southwardoscillationseast of 500

km. Figures 4-35e,f show one of the states,with a smaller northern recirculation

and a northward front excursion. The latter resultsin a productionof strongerand

largerrings on the southand weakerand smallerrings on the north. Therefore,upon

reachingthe westernwall, the rings havedifferent trajectories;strongcyclonic rings

arepropelledsouthward,therebydecreasingthe inflow from the south,whereasweak

anticyclonic rings join the eastwardjet without affecting the inflow from the north

to any greatextent. Theseprocessescreateconditions favorable for the southward

shift in the positionof the separationpoint. The oppositeis true whenthe front has

a southward excursion.
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Figure 4-36presentsinstantaneousstreamfunctionandpotentialvorticity fields

at times t = 13, 14.3 and 15.6 years denoted by numbers4, 5 and 6 in Figure 4-34a

which correspondto a 30% maxima in the eddy energypartition. A sharpdecayin

the total energylevel is due to the potentialenergydeclineassociatedwith an almost

completedisappearanceof the recirculations. Insteadof the well-developedgyres,

thereare individual vorticescorrespondingto meanderpeaksand troughseastof 500

km. Such structuresprovide efficient mixing on the flanks of an eastwardjet. The

separationpoint shifts 300 km south and north of the middle of the domain and,

along with largeamplitude meandersprovides strongerfluctuationsin the domain-

integratedpotentialvorticity field.

During this stageof the flow development,there is no ring formation in the

interior of the domain. Instead,strong rings are constantlyformed on the western

boundary in the following manner. Large amplitude meanderspropagatewestward

similar to long Rossby waves. If a negativepotential vorticity anomaly associated

with a meanderpeakreachesthe westernwall, it startsmovingnorthwarddueto the

influenceof an imageanomalyarisingfrom ano-normal-flowboundarycondition. The

separationpoint is therefore shifting northward. Meanwhile, an upstreampositive

potentialvorticity anomalycorrespondingto ameandertroughcontinuesto propagate

westward.Upon hitting the westernwall, it startsmovingsouthward.Two anomalies

propelling in the oppositedirections causethe disruption in the potential vorticity

front. As a result, a strong,northward propagatinganticyclonic ring is formed from

the negativepotentialvorticity anomaly,and the separationpoint jumps southward.

The processis repeatedfor the positive potential vorticity anomaly, which

leadsto furthersouthwardexcursionof theseparationpoint and to the formationof a

strong,southwardpropagatingcyclonicring. Thedynamicsof suchstrongboundary

formed rings tends to restorethe symmetry of the inflow conditions. However, the

interactionof the largeamplitude,westwardpropagatingmeandersleadsto the per

sistenceof a low energystate.
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The modelstaysin this dynamicalregimeuntil theinstabilitiesstartdecaying,

perhapsdueto frictional effects,which resultsin the decreaseof meanderamplitudes

and in theamplitudeof theseparationpoint excursions.Thestrengthof the boundary

formed rings also decreases,which helpsto restorethe inflow symmetry. At times

t = 18.2 and 20.8 years Figures 4-37a-d, which correspondsto the middle and

to the end of state L denotedby numbers7 and 8 in Figure 4-34a, the shifts

of the separationpoint becomeso small that weak recirculationsdevelop near the

westernboundary. At this point, rings form just eastof the recirculations,and their

detachmenttendsto flatten the front.

The transitionto the high energystateis illustratedby Figures4-37e-fand 4-

38a-d, which aresnapshotsat t = 21, 23.5, 26.1 and 28.7 yearsdenotedby numbers

9-12in Figure 4-34a. Theeddy energypartitiondropsbelow 10% during this period.

The size of the recirculationsincreasesfrom 500 to almost 2000 km, and the ring

formation processslows down and, at some point, halts. Thus, the model reaches

the dynamical state associatedwith large recirculation gyres and very weak eddy

activity. Thespatialstructureresemblesthe antisymmetricsteadysolutiondescribed

in section 4.2.1.

However, the energy does not stay in its maxima for a long time. Instead,

the model trajectory reachesthe vicinity of an antisymmetricsteadysolution and

then quickly escapesback to the regimewhere nonlineareddy-eddyinteractionsare

important. This might happenbecausethe model hasno mechanismthat would

restorethe symmetryof theinflow conditionsnearthe separationpoint and therefore

guide the model trajectory towardsthe fixed point. In the wind-driven modelswith

nearly antisymmetricwind-stresscurl, the correlationbetweenthe wind-stresscurl

and the antisymmetricsteadysolution might be important in helping the model

trajectory to reacha closerneighborhoodof the fixed point. In agreementwith the

linearstability analysisof Primeau [29], it takesmorethan20 yearsfor theinstabilities

to grow and to move the wind-driven model from a high to a mediumenergystate.
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Figure 4-39: Normalized histogramsof domain-integratedstreamfunctiona, solid
and potentialvorticity b, solid for thereferencerun. Dashedline denoteshistograms
for the first half of the record, dashed-dottedline denoteshistogramsfor the second
half of the record. Parameters: = 16 Sv, Agim = 8 1010 m4 sec"4 and Ar’ =

3.0 h08 sec"4.

4.4.10 Mass and Potential Vorticity Balances

Beforewe describethemassand potentialvorticity balances,let usrecall that dueto a

hydrostaticbalanceand quasi-geostrophicassumptions,massis given by the domain-

integratedstreamfunctionfield. The presentmodel doesnot havespecial numerical

procedureswhich would guaranteeconservationof massand potentialvorticity at each

time step. However, fixed boundaryconditions,providing the balanceof geostrophic

inflows and outflows, andthequasi-geostrophicequationsof motion,allowing only for

an order of Rossbynumberdisturbancesin the pressuresurfaces,permit only small

deviationsin the domain-integratedstreamfunctionfrom its original zero value.

Figure4-39showsnormalizedhistogramsof thedomain-integratedstreamfunc

tion and potential vorticity fields. Dashedand dashed-dottedlines presentsimilar

histogramsbasedon the first and the secondhalvesof the time series and indicate

that theshapeof the histogramsdoesnot changequalitatively. Therefore,thelength

b
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of the time series is pretty robust. A straight line fitted to the time seriesgives slope

coefficientsof 6.le-1O and 1.le-6for the integralsof the streamfunctionand potential

vorticity fields respectively.Although the realizationis finite, the small valuesof the

slope coefficients indicate that integratedmassand potential vorticity do not drift

in time, eventhoughthe model has no explicit conservationschemefor any of those

fields.

QQPLOTs basedon the time seriesof domain-integratedstreamfunctionand

potentialvorticity arepresentedin Figures4-40a,c. Clearly, therearelargedeviations

from a linear function,which indicatesthat the correspondingdistributionsare not

normal. The latter is due to the presenceof the low energystate. Figure 4-41 shows

histogramsbasedon the segmentsof the original time series of j f, ‘i,L’ dxdy and

f fr,, q dxdy that were constructedwhen total energy was either larger than 0.067

a high energy state,solid line or smallerthan 0.064 a low energy state,dashed

line. The histogramsof - and q-integralshave normaldistributions during the

high energyperiod, sincethe correspondingQQPLOTsare linear Figures 4-40b,d.

As we saw earlier, during the high energystate,the flow structureis characterizedby

the well-developedrecirculations,and the time meanstreamfunctionand potential

vorticity fields are well defined.

However, during the low energystate,the model displaysstrong fluctuations

associatedwith large meridionalexcursionsin the separationpoint. Clearly, when

thereis significantnorthwardsouthwardexcursion,theintegratedpotentialvorticity

field must benegativepositive. The distributionsof - and q-integralsduring the

low energyperiodare not normal,sincethereis no well definedtime meanand since

there is no preferredflow structure. Therefore,the presenceof the low energystate

is responsiblenon-normaldistribution of the massand integratedpotential vorticity

time series.
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4.4.11 Transitions Between High and Low Energy States

To understandthe dynamicsof transitionsbetweenthe high and low energystates,

the "ensembleaverage", or composite,time series of the streamfunctionfield was

constructedin thefollowing way. First, we identified all theHL LH events. Second,

we chosesubjectivelya "mean" energylevel for all transitionsas that at the middle

of the transition. Third, we extracted2.5 yearsof -field beforeand after themodel

reachedthis energyvalue. The latter permittedtime seriesof equallengthsfor HL

LH events:

{kti kt ..., ktm}

wherem is thelengthof eachtimeseriesand k = 1, - - . , K is theindexof an individual

event. Third, a "mean" HL LH transitiontime serieswas constructedas

{t1, t2, ... tm}, 4.12

where ‘lbt = >IL kt

Figures 4-42a-bshow the "time mean" streamfunctionand potentialvorticity

fields calculatedfrom the time-seriesdefined by 4.12 for the HL-transitions. One

should rememberthat sincetransitionsarefundamentallynon-steady,theterm "time

mean" shouldbe usedwith caution. The spatialstructuresof the fields aresimilar to

thoseof thelow energyperiods;thewesternboundarycurrentsappearseparating300

km north and southof the middle of the domain,and weak recirculationsare shifted

eastward.The abovemeanstatedoesnot reflect the true structureof theflow, when

the interactionof large-amplitude,westwardpropagatingmeanderswith the western

wall produceslargemeridionalexcursionsin the separationpoint. The structureof

thetime meanperturbationfields Figure 4-43 revealsthat dominanteddy processes

and conversionsoccuralong the westernboundary.

During the LH-transitions,the symmetryof the inflow nearthecollision point

is restored, and the time mean streamfunctionand potential vorticity Figures 4-

42c-d are characterizedby the 1000-km long recirculatinggyres. The size of the
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recirculationsincreasesfrom 500 to 1800 km during the transitionevents.The max

ima in the eddydensityfields Figure4-44 arealignedwith the axis of thejet, and the

conical shapeof the perturbationenergydensityindicatesthe importanceof rings in

flatteningof the potentialvorticity front. The model doesnot quite reachthe steady

antisymmetricsolution, sincethe amplitude of the eddy field starts increasingwhen

the recirculationsbecomelarge.

Therefore,the dynamicsof transitionsfrom the high to low energystatesare

drastically different from those of the low to high energy transitions. In the first

case,the eddy field becomesvery strong, giving rise to the largeamplitude,westward

propagatingmeanders,which producelarge meridionalexcursion in the separation

point and strongnorthwardand southwardpropagatingrings. In the secondcase,the

eddy field weakens,and the advectionof potential vorticity by thewesternboundary

currentsrestoresthe flow symmetryby quickly inducing largesymmetricrecircula

tions. Figures 4-45 and 4-46 summarizethe energyconversionduring the transition

events. When readingthe diagrams,one should rememberthat the flow is not in

a steadystateduring the transition events, and thereforethe energy terms do not

balanceeachother. Both eddy kinetic and eddy potential energiesare of the same

order of magnitudeasthe "time mean" flow kinetic energyduring the HL-transition.

The positive sign of the domain-integratedbarotropicconversionrateindicatesthat

eddy energygrows at the expenseof the meanflow energy. During theLH-transition,

theeddiesreleaseenergyback to themeanflow, which is associatedwith the negative

barotropicconversionintegral.

4.5 Discussion of Nonsymmetric Inflow Conditions

In this study, we used symmetric inflow and outflow conditions, which were con

structedto simulatea boundarywith the Sverdrupinterior forced by symmetricwind

forcing. It would be interestingto see whether low frequencyvariability and mul
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Figure 4-45: Energydiagramfor syntheticHL-transition. Parameters: = 16 Sv,
Adim = 8- 1010 m4 sec’ andAZ = 3.0- h08 Sec"1.

Figure 4-46: Energydiagramfor syntheticLH-transition. Parameters: = 16 Sv,
.4dim

= 8- 1010 m4 sec’4 and = 3.0- h08 sec.
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tiple dynamical regimesare still possibleif the strengthof the inflows through the

meridionalboundarieswere not equal. In this case, themodel solutionmight depend

strongly on the streamfunctionand potential vorticity distributions on the eastern

boundary,asexplainedbelow.

Oneway to illustratepossibledependenceof themodelsolutionon theeastern

boundaryoutflow whenthemeridionalinflows areof differentstrengthsis to calculate

the total potentialvorticity input throughthe model domain. Assumethat the flow

throughthesouthernpart of thedomainis weakerthanthat throughthenorthernpart

of the domain, i.e. = where 0 <a < 1, b3 = ‘bx,y3 and b0 = ‘çbx,y.

The potential vorticity distribution on the southern boundary, q8 = qx, y5, can

be then expressedin terms of the potential vorticity distribution on the northern

boundary,q = qx,y0, as

a2
q = /3y3 + - 72

= a - l/3y - aqn. 4.13

The total potentialvorticity input into the model domain is given by

u- n dck
=

i:: [aa - 1y- + 1 - a2qnL] dx - 4.14

1YCT 3e
qe-dy,

Jys 3Y

where q0 = qx0,y and l/ = ‘i,/,.’x0, y are potential vorticity and streamfunction

on the easternboundary, u = u, vT is a geostrophicvelocity vector on the model

boundary,, and n is a vector normal to the boundary. In the case of symmetric

inflow conditions, the coefficient a is equal to one, and thereforethe first integralof

the right handside is zero. If y5 is an odd function, the secondintegral on the right

handside is also zero. Therefore,total potentialvorticity input is zero if the inflow

and outflow conditions aresymmetric. This casewas of our primaryinterest.

For a nonzeroa, the value of the first integral is negative. Hence, in order

for the total potentialvorticity flux to vanish,the outflow on the easternwall has to

balancepotentialvorticity input throughthe meridionalboundaries.If the outflow is
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such that the total q- input is non zero, it may lead to enhancedpotentialvorticity

transfer acrossthe middle of the domain, and thereforeit might significantly affect

the interior solution.

Anotherreason,why the modelmight displaydifferent behavior,is that steady

statesolutionsmight changesignificantly whenthe inflows are chosento benonsym

metric. In the presentstudy, we did not attempt to find suchsolutions. However,

as we showedfor the symmetricinflows, steadystatesolutions are importantfor the

existenceof multiple dynamicalregimes.Therefore,one might expectthat thechange

in the structureof steadysolutionsmight lead to the changein the characterand the

occurrenceof multiple states.

For comparison,McCalpin and Haidvogel[25] showedthat for strongly asym

metric wind, the reduced-gravitymodel was not able to reachthe high energystate

and insteadstayedin the low energyregime. The absenceof the high energy state

may have beendue to "correlation" phenomenaScott and Straub [34] betweenthe

global structuresof the wind forcing andthe interior solution. In our boundary-forced

model,suchcorrelationsarenot possible.Hence,comparedto thewind-drivenmodel,

the colliding jets model might displaystrongerlow frequencyvariability in the case

of nonsymmetricinflow conditions, if the steadystatesare closeto eachother in the

phasespace.

4.6 Summary and Discussion

In this Chapter, we found steadyantisymmetricsolutions of the reduced-gravity,

colliding jets model. For a wide rangeof interfacial friction coefficients,the steady

flow consistedof aneastwardjet flankedby two recirculatinggyres.For a setof chosen

parameters,thezonalextentof recirculationsand thetotal energylevel increasedwith

a decreasein the interfacial friction coefficient.
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The initial value techniquewas usedto calculatethe exponentiallygrowing

solutions of the antisymmetricstates. The amplitude of the unstablemode closely

resembledthat of the unstablesolution of the wind-driven reduced-gravitymodel of

Primeau[29] andconsistedof four strongcellssitting on theaxis of thejet betweenthe

recirculatinggyresand weakercells in the recirculationregions. The e-folding time

variedbetween4.8 yearsand 417 days. With the growth in the instability amplitude,

the linear growth halted due to nonlinear interactionsof the cells. That interaction

led to formation of rings in the areawherethejet widens.

Fully nonlinearcalculationsshowedthat with an increasein the valueof the

interfacial friction coefficient, the model becameweakly unstableand displayeda

unique dynamical regime correspondingto an eastwardjet with two recirculating

gyres. For nearcritical valuesof the friction coefficient, theeddy field was dominated

by the eastwardand westwardpropagatingmeandersof small amplitudes. Rings

wereweak andthereforedissipatedduring theirpropagationthroughtherecirculation

regions. The energy level and the flow structurewere close to those of the steady

antisymmetricsolution.

For smallervaluesof the interfacialfriction coefficient, the increasednonlinear

ity led to low frequencyvariability associatedwith changesin the zonalextent of the

recirculatinggyres. Formationof strongrings in the areaeastof the recirculationsand

their subsequentwestwardpropagationthrough the gyresprovided intensepotential

vorticity mixing acrossthe front and in the areaof the recirculations. Rings were

strong enoughnot to be completelydissipatedin the recirculations;upon reaching

a westernboundary, they rejoinedthe eastwardjet. Therefore,the model exhibited

periodsof largerecirculationsandweak eddyactivity, whenthe model trajectorywas

in the vicinity of the antisymmetricfixed point, and periodsof small recirculations

and strongmeanderand ring activity.

With further decreasein the interfacial friction, the model displayedtwo dis

tinct energystates. A high energystatehad strong variability associatedwith well-
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developedrecirculationsof various zonal extentsdescribedin the aboveparagraph.

Thelow energystatecorrespondedto a flow regimewheretheseparationpoint of the

eastwardjet exhibitedlargemeridionalexcursions.Weakrecirculationsexistedwest

of 1000 km only in the time meansense. The strong eddy field was dominatedby

largeamplitude,westwardpropagatingmeanderswhoseinteractionwith the western

boundary current producedstrong meridionally propagatingrings. In comparison,

McCalpin and Haidvogel [25] identified three preferreddynamicalregimeseachwith

a distinct energylevel. Although thehigh and themediumregimeresembledthe vari

ability associatedwith the high energystateof the regional model, the low energy

statewas quite different from the one of theregionalmodel. This was partly because

the outflow conditions of the colliding jets model forced the eastwardjet to stay

coherent,and thereforethe model neverreachedthe point when the jet disappears

almost right after separation,as in a low energystateof the wind-driven model.

For low values of the interfacial friction coefficient, the flow stayed in the

dynamical regime describedas a low energy statein the above paragraph. The

amplitudeof theeddy field was very strong, and small andweak recirculationsexisted

only in the time meansense.

In a regional colliding jets model, the role of wind forcing was reducedto

prescribinga particulardistribution of streamfunctionand potential vorticity on the

openboundaries.Thelocal natureof suchforcing allowed isolatingtherole of internal

barotropic dynamicsof thejet and its interactionwith the westernboundarycurrent

asmechanismsresponsiblefor the existenceof low frequencyvariability and multiple

dynamicalregimes.The numericalexperimentswith the regional modelshowedthat

low frequencyvariability was an inherent part of the dynamicswherenonlinearities

were not too weak or too strong. The presenceof the western wall was essential,

since no low frequencyvariability or multiple dynamicalregimeswere observedin a

barotropic, zonally asymmetricmodel of Jayne et al [18], which was forced by an
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unstablezonal jet on the openwestern boundaryand a stablezonal jet on the open

easternboundary.

One of the most important propertiesof the regional model was a constant

energy input, which was given by the boundary integratedenergy flux vector. In

comparison,in the wind-driven models, the forcing had global character,and the

energyinput strongly dependedon the solution form. Scott and Straub [34] discussed

a correlationmechanismbetweensymmetricwind-forcing and a geostrophiccurrent

which led to ability of steadyantisymmetricsolutions to extract more energythan

nonsymmetricsolutions. Theexperimentswith variouswind asymmetryparameterin

the wind-drivenmodel of McCalpin and Haidvogel[25] showedthat for highly asym

metric wind forcing, the model was not able to reachhigh energystates. Since the

regional modeldid not haveanymechanismthat would help to restorethe symmetry

of the solution, it was harderfor the model trajectory to reach and to stay in the

vicinity of the antisymmetricsteadysolution.

The reduced-gravitymodel had only the mechanismof barotropicinstability,

and thereforethequestionremainswhetherthepresenceof baroclinicinstability could

significantly affect low frequencyvariability. ThenextChapteraddressesthis question

in a frameworkof a two layer, colliding jetsmodel.

In the presentstudy, we used a free slip boundarycondition on the western

boundary. As Berloff and McWilliams [3] showed,the presenceof a no-slipboundary

condition tends to destabilizewestern boundarycurrents. Eddiesproducedby such

currentscan be advectedtowardsthe middle of the domain and may interactwith

rings that propagatetowardsthe westernwall from the model’s interior. Hence,the

natureof low frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamicalregimesmight change

with the useof no-slipboundarycondition dueto morecomplicateddynamicsof the

westernboundarycurrent. This problem,however, was not addressedin the present

thesis.
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Chapter 5

Results for a Two Layer Colliding

Jets Model

5.1 Introduction

In this Chapter,we presenttheresultsof thenumericalexperimentswith a two-layer,

colliding jets model, which includesthe mechanismsof both barotropicand baroclinic

instabilities. The questionis how the latter affectsthe existenceand the characterof

low frequencyvariability and whethermultiple dynamicalregimesare still possible.

As we showedin Chapter2, baroclinicinstability is moreefficient thanbarotropic

instability in inducing westwardflows during the spin down of a quasi-geostrophic,

two-layer, zonallysymmetricjet. In strongly baroclinic flows, it was eddy heatfluxes

that drove the lower layer recirculationsthrough the residualmeridionalcirculation.

For strongly barotropic flows, the mechanismswere nonlineareddy-eddyand eddy

meanflow interactionsthat producedweak westwardflows. As we showed in the

previousChapter,the dynamicsof rings was also crucial for the existenceof multi-

pie dynamicalregimesin the reduced-gravity,colliding jets model. The mechanism

of baroclinic instability associatedwith the energy transfer from the vertical shear

to the eddy field might be consideredas an additional "degreeof freedom" for the
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two-layer colliding jets model and thereforemay substantiallyaffect the characterof

the low frequencyvariability and the existenceof multiple dynamicalregimes.

The formulation of the modeland its governingequationsarepresentedin sec

tion 3.2.1. The dissipationterms are given by V1 = -A6V61 and V2 = -A2V22 -

A6V62, where A6 is a biharmonicdiffusion coefficient and .42 is a bottom friction

coefficient.

5.2 Comments on Strong Bottom Friction

As we shall see, bottom friction in the two-layer model physically plays an opposite

role to that of interfacial friction in the reduced-gravitymodel; as bottom friction

increases,theupperlayerflow behavesasthat of thereduced-gravitymodelwith weak

interfacial friction. The physics canbe illustratedby the following scalingargument.

Supposethat bottom friction is strong in the two-layer model, and thereforethe

amplitudeof the lower layer streamfunction,b2, is small. Assumealso that the lower

layer depth is large,so that the lower layer Froudenumberis small. With the above

assumptions,the dominantbalancein the lower layer potential vorticity equationis

betweenthe time changesin the upperlayer streamfunctionand the bottom friction

operatorappliedto the lower layer streamfunction:

F2- -A2V2L’2. 5.1

Rewriting the upper layer potential vorticity field as 111 /3y + V2/’1 - F11, the

governingequationfor the upper layer flow becomes:

+ J1, H1 -A6V61 + S1 + A1{F1F2V2}1. 5.2

The last termin the aboveequationappearsasfrictional forcing exertedby the lower

layer flow on the upper layer flow. The bottom friction coefficient enterswith the

power of -1, which indicatesthat with an increasein A2, the upper layer flow dy

namicsbecomessimilar to that of a reduced-gravitymodel with nonzerointerfacial
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friction. This explains why for large valuesof the bottom friction coefficient, the

dynamicalregimesof a time-dependenttwo-layer model, describedin the following

section, closely resemblethoseof a reduced-gravitymodel with weak interfacial fric

tion.

5.3 Sensitivity Study vs Bottom Friction Coeffi

cient

Case: a = 0

The behaviorof the two-layer model was investigatedwith a set of various bottom

friction parameters.Table 5.1 classifiestheresultingstatevs A2 for thecasewhenthe

lower layerinflow velocity was chosenzero, so that the modelwasforcedonly through

theupperlayer inflow and outflow conditions. In all thecases,with an increasein the

valuesof the bottom friction coefficient, the model showedthe following progression

of states:

* State A. The model hasa unique dynamicalregimewhen the flow consistsof

the largeupper layer recirculationsand smaller, eddy-drivenlower layer recir

culations. The total energyvariesby only 3%, which indicatesweak variability

associatedwith changesin the meridionalpositionof the front and in the lon

gitudinalextent of both the upper and the lower layer recirculatinggyres. The

exampleof themeanstreamfunctionfield is given in Figure5-5a,c. The detailed

discussionof the stateis given in section5.4.

* State B. The upper layer flow structureconsistsof an eastwardjet and two

recirculatinggyres. The flow in the lower layer is weak becauseof strongerbot

tom friction. The longitudinal size of the recirculationschangeswith time thus

giving rise to strong low frequencyvariability. The latterdisplaysitself in up to

16% deviationsof the total energyfrom its meanvalue. The amplitudeand the
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spatialstructureof the eddyfield arestrongly time-dependent.The upperlayer

eddyfield is characterizedby theeastwardandwestwardpropagatingmeanders.

Their interactionsgive birth to rings in the areaeastof the recirculationgyres

in the upper layer. The exampleof a typical time meanstreamfunctionfield is

given in Figure 5-1, when A2 = 5* 10-6 sec".

* State C. The flow structuredisplayswell-developedlow frequencyvariability

associatedwith two dynamicalregimes: high energystateB or low energystate

D.

* State D. The upper layer flow is characterizedby an eastwardjet with large

meridionalexcursionsin the separationpoint. The correspondingeddy field

is dominatedby large-amplitude,westwardpropagatingmeandersand strong

rings forming only on the western boundary. The recirculations are absent

in instantaneousfields. The lower layer flow is characterizedby two counter

recirculationsthat are very weak and arestrongly frictional. The exampleof a

typical time meanstreamfunctionfield is given in Figure 5-1, whenA2 = 5h0"

see".

The next sectionpresentsthe detailedanalysisof a referencerun with State

A, when A2 = 108 sec". In statesB, C and D, the lower layer flow is strongly

frictional, and hencethesecasesareof not much interest. In termsof the upperlayer

dynamics,StatesB, C and D of the two-layer modelcorrespondto StatesD, F, F of

the reduced-gravitymodel. Figure 5-3 showsinstantaneousstreamfunctionfields for

state C, when A2 = 7.5 - 10-6 sec1. Clearly, the upper layer flow structuresuffers

significant changeswith time. When the energy is high, the flow is characterizedby

largeupper layer recirculations. As the recirculationsdecreasein size, the strength

of the eddy field increases,giving rise to largeramplitudemeandersand rings. When

the energy is low, the flow is dominatedby large amplitude,westwardpropagating

meandersand strong rings forming on the westernboundary.
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A sec’ STATE
1.0 - 10’8 A
2.0 - 10"8 A
3.0 - 108 A
5.0 - 10-8 A
1.0 i0"4 A
8.0 - hO"4 B
1.0 - 10-6 B
3.0- 10’6 B
5.0- 10-6 B
7.5- 106 C
1.0. i0 C
3.0 h0" D
5.0 h0" D

Table 5.1: Flow characterfor various dimensionalbottom friction coefficients,when
the lower layer inflow is zero, i.e. a = 0.

Case: a = 0.1

Table 5.2 classifiesthe flow regimesfor the casewhen the lower layer inflow stream-

function was 10 times weakerthan the correspondingupper layer inflow streamfunc

tion, i.e. a = 0.1. Figure 5-4 shows time meanstreamfunctionfields for both layers.

For small valuesof bottom friction parameter,theflow was characterizedby largere

circulationsin theupperlayer andsmall recirculationsin thelower layereitherpressed

againstthe western boundarycurrentsor locatednorth and south of the eastward

jet. Therewas not much low frequencyvariability in this case. For largervaluesof

the bottom friction coefficient, the westernboundarycurrentseparatedearlier from

the wall, giving rise to a wide, frictional eastwardflowing jet. The upper layer flow

with large recirculationsshowedstrong low frequencyvariability associatedwith two

dynamicalregimesasdescribedearlier.
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Arm see-’ STATE
1.0 . 108 A
1.0 - i0 A
5.0 - i0"4 C
1.0 .10-6 C
5.0 - 10’6 C

Table 5.2: Flow characterfor variousdimensionalbottom friction coefficients,when
the amplitude of the lower layer inflow streamfunctionis 10% of that of the upper
layer inflow streamfunetion,i.e. a = 0.1.

SteadySolutions

An attemptto find theantisymmetricsteadysolutionsof thetwo-layermodelby using

a numericalcodewith enforcedantisymmetryfailed. The resultingstatisticallysteady

solutionswerecharacterizedby recirculatinggyresthat reachedthespongelayernear

the easternwall. The total energynever attaineda steadystatedue to the presence

of a nonzeroantisymmetriceddy field. In the original time-dependentmodelwithout

artificial antisymmetry,the zonalextentof the recirculatinggyresvariedbetween500

km and 2500 km dependingon the valueof the bottom friction coefficient.

The numerical experimentswith the reduced-gravity,colliding jets model in

Chapter4 showedthat biharmonic diffusion was not effective in dissipatingenergy,

and thereforeinterfacialdragwas requiredto reacha statisticallysteadysolution. In

thepresenttwo-layermodel, theupperlayer hasonly biharmonicdiffusion, which may

explaintheabsenceof a steadyantisymmetricsolutionwith a reasonablezonalextent

of the recirculatinggyres. Therefore,thepresenceof bottomfriction in thelower layer

and the time-dependenceof the upper layer potential vorticity field are requiredfor

theexistenceand maintenanceof theobservedstatisticallysteadystate. Perhaps,the

modelcouldhave hadsteadyantisymmetricsolutionsif a different frictional operator,

suchas lateraldiffusion, were applied.
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It is unclear whether the model has other, asymmetric, steadystates; this

problem is beyond the scope of the presentthesis. One may argue that, if they

exist, the model might display multiple dynamical regimes. However, when both

barotropieand baroclinicinstabilitiesarepresent,the modeldynamicsbecomesmore

complicated,and the steadystatesmight not be useful in describingthe behavior

of system. State A can be consideredasa strangeattractor of a quasi-geostrophic,

turbulent,two-layermodelwith weak bottomfriction. As we showin thenextsection,

in this parameterregime, the model does not have multiple dynamical states,but

insteadit is characterizedby only one dynamicalregime with weak low frequency

variability.

5.4 Reference Run

5.4.1 Dimensional Parameters

The referencerun for the two layer model hasthe following dimensionalparameters:

L = 2400 km,

L = 4667 km,

Ld01 = 47.64 km,

= 8- 1010 m4sec1,

Arm = 1 - hO_8 sec1

D, = 600 m,

V2 = 4000 m,

U = 1 m sec".

Theinitialization procedurediscussedin section3.2.9wasusedto prescribethe

boundarydistributions 3.4 and 3.5 of the streamfunetionfield and its derivatives.
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The nondimensionalamplitudeof the inflow was chosenasR1 = 1 for the upperlayer

and R2 = 0 for the lower layer. Hence, the energyinput into the model domain was

only dueto the upperlayerinflow, and the main dissipationmechanismwasprovided

by bottom friction. Since the interfacialdrag was zero, the circulation in the lower

layer was induceddue to horizontal transferof heat by the eddy fluxes.

The model was spun up for 30 years, until a statistically steady statewas

reached. An additional 424 yearsof integrationallowed collection of the necessary

statistics.

5.4.2 Time Mean Flow

As shown later, the model hasone preferredenergystateassociatedwith a unique

dynamicalregime. Figure 5-5 shows the time meanfields of streamfunctionand po

tential vorticity. The upperlayer flow is characterizedby two symmetricrecirculating

gyres,which are 2000 km long and 400 km wide. The time meanpotential vorticity

field revealstwo regionsof anomalouspotential vorticity indicating watersbrought

by the western boundarycurrents from the north and south into the recireulation

area.The upperlayer recirculationsare also well-defined in the instantaneousfields.

The lower layer flow hasa morecomplicatedspatialstructure.Thereare two

tight recireulations,2000 km long and 200 km wide, in the middle of the domain.

Two weak counter-rotatinggyresare locatedto the north and south of the recireu

lations. The time-meanflows in the lower layer are driven by the eddy heat fluxes,

and therefore they exist only in the time meansense; the instantaneousfields are

dominatedby strongeddies. Outsidethe reeirculationregions, the lower layer poten

tial vorticity field is dominatedby its planetarycomponent,whereasin the areaof

the recireulationsit is homogenized.Therefore,near the edgesof the eastwardjet,

the time meanrecirculationshavethe samesenseof rotation in the upper and lower

layers, whereasfurther south and north the time mean lower layer gyres rotate in

the oppositedirectionto the upperlayer flows, creatinga regionof strongbaroelinic
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flow. The averagetotal transportby both recirculationsis about 40 Sv, partitioned

between16 Sv in the lower layer and 24 Sv in the upper layer.

5.4.3 Energetics

The histogramsFigure 5-6 basedon the time seriesof kinetic, potential and total

energyindicate that the model has a uniqueenergystate. To see whetherthe dis

tributions arenormal, a MATLAB QQPLOT routinewas usedto plot the quantities

of a given time seriesversusthe quantilesof the generatedtime serieswith normal

distribution Figure 5-7. The upper layer kinetic energyand potential energytime

series are close to normal distribution. The tails of the lower layer kinetic energy

time seriesdo not fall within the error barsand thereforeindicatesignificant devia

tion from normaldistribution. The latter may be the resultof the presenceof strong

vorticesin the flow structure.

On average,total energyis partitionedbetween87%potential, 9% upperlayer

kinetic and 4% lower layer kinetic energy. Therefore, the time seriesof total and

potential energyare well correlated. Computedby using a MATLAB SPECTRUM

routinewith ahanningwindow of 20 and 100years, thepotentialenergypowerdensity

spectrumFigure 5-8 is red with a distinct changein the slope at approximately

2 months. There is a distinct peak at approximately1.4 years. Another peak is

associatedwith a time scales larger than 10 years. Hence, similar to the reduced-

gravity model,the two-layer modelexhibits low frequencyvariability. However,there

is only one dynamicalregimein themodel, andit is associatedwith largerecirculating

gyres in the upper layer and with smallereddy-drivengyres in the lower layer.

Peaksin the upper and lower layer kinetic energyspectrumFigure 5-9 are

located on the time scale of 1.4 years. The lower layer kinetic energy has a con

stant slopeat time scalesless than 1.4 years,whereasthe upper layer kinetic energy

spectrumchangesthe slope at 2 months. The latter must be relatedto the internal

instability time scale.
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Figure 5-6: Histogramsof upper layer kinetic a, lower layer kinetic b, potential
c and total energyd. Parametersaredefined in section5.4.1.
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Figure 5-10 summarizesthe domain-integratedtime meanenergyconversion

in the model. The energy input into the model domain is due to the upper layer

inflows. The dissipation is provided through biharmonic diffusion and spongeab

sorption in both layers and through bottom friction. 57% of energy is dissipated

throughperturbationsand 42% is dissipatedby the meanflow. Total perturbation

energyis almostequally partitionedbetweenK, K and P’. The meanflow energy

is partitionedbetween91% of potential energyand 8% and 1% of upper and lower

layer kinetic energy. In the domain-integratedsense,the barotropieconversionterm

is two ordersof magnitudelarger than the baroelinicconversionterm. The bulk of

barotropieconversionoccursin theupperlayer, sincetheintegralof BTC in thelower

layer is less than1% of the total value. Berloff andMc Williams [4], in their two-layer

wind-driven modelwith symmetricforcing and lateral diffusion, also observedstrong

barotropicdominance,when the flow stayedin the regime of strong jet penetration

and large antisymmetricrecirculations. In the wind-driven, double-gyremodel of
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Figure 5-10: Energy conversiondiagram. Parametersaredefined in section5.4.1

Holland [15], thebaroelinieconversionterm was alsotwo ordersof magnitudesmaller

than the barotropieconversionone in the experimentwith small lateraldiffusion.

5.4.4 Time Mean Eddy Fields

Figure 5-11 presentsthe energydensityof the meanand eddy fields. The maximain

the upper layer meankinetic energy are aligned with the eastwardjet west of 2500

km and with the colliding western boundarycurrents.The lower layer meankinetic

energyhasthreemaxima: one on the axis of thejet eastof 2000 km and theother two

in theregionof therecirculatinggyres.Two poolsof maximummeanpotentialenergy

are associatedwith the recirculatinggyres. Both perturbationpotential energyand

upper layer perturbationkinetic energy have maximaon the axis of the jet, which

reflects the importanceof meandersin the dynamicsof the flow. The lower layer

perturbationkinetic energyhastwo maximain the westernpart of the recirculating

gyresand along the westernwall.
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Figure 5-12: Energylevel in % for different eigenmodesresultedfrom an extended
EOF analysisfor a streamfunctionfields, where time scalessmaller than 10 years
were filtered out. Dashedline denotesa 95% energy level.

5.4.5 EOF Analysis of Low Frequency Variability

To understandthe natureof low frequencyvariability appearingas a wide peakon

the time scalesgreaterthan 10 years in the potential energy spectra,an extended

spatial Empirical OrthogonalFunction EOF decompositionwas performedfor a

sub-domainwherethe variability was maximum: 2917 km x 1312 km centerednear

y = 0. Thestreamfunetionfields were first interpolatedon to a regulargrid of 32 x 32

points correspondingto the abovesub-domainthe interpolationgrid was different

from the model grid. Second, a finite impulse responsefilter was applied to the

time seriesto exclude time scalessmallerthan 10 years. FourteenspatialEOFswere

requiredto reacha 95% energy level Figure 5-12.

Thefirst EOFis symmetricin both layerswith a varianceaccountingfor almost

45% of the total energy level. The correspondingspatialstructureof the mode and

its amplitudeare shownin Figures 5-13a-c.The modestructureindicatesvariability

associatedwith either northwardor southwardshifts in the positionof theupperlayer

jet axis in the areabetweenthe recirculatinggyres. The positionof the separation

point is fixed in the middleof the domain, which leadsto thejet flowing either in the
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north-eastwardor in the south-eastwarddirectionsafter separationfrom the western

boundary. In the lower layer, the modetendsto perturbthe front nearthe separation

point and to strengtheneither thesouthernor northernrecirculations.The spectrum

of the time-dependentamplitudeindicatesa wide maximumon the time scaleslarger

than 10 yearswith a slow decaytowards smallerfrequencies. Longer time series is

requiredto isolate the variability on the scalecloseto 100 years.

Theother50% of the95%-energylevel arepartitionedbetweenthirteenEOFs,

with the secondand the third one accountingfor 10.6% and 10.3%respectivelyFig

ures 5-13d-i. The spatial structureof the secondmode indicatesvariability in the

areawherethejet splits; it is associatedwith either southwardand northwardexcur

sion of the front and with "wrapping" of the reeireulationsaroundeachother. In the

lower layer, the secondmode tendsto increasethe longitudinal extent of one of the

recireulationsanddecreasethat of theother one. Also, it perturbsthe front nearthe

separationpoint.

When the amplitude of the third EOF-modeis positive, the upper layer re

circulationstend to increasein their longitudinal extent, and the front hasa weak

north-westto south-eastslope. In the lower layer, the symmetry of the flow breaks,

since westernpart of the northernrecirculationand the easternpart of the southern

one tend to weaken. When the amplitude is negative,the upper layer reeirculations

shrink in zonal direction,and the slope of the front is from south-westto north-east.

The lower layer recireulationsappearsweakenedin the easternpart for the northern

one and in the western part for the southernpart.

A similar EOF decompositionbasedon a streamfunctiontime-serieswith vari

ability larger than 20 yearsfiltered out require ten EOFs for the 95% total energy

level, with the most energeticmode havinga 58% energylevel. The spatialstructure

and the amplitudeof the most important EOFscomparewell with thosebasedon a

10-yearlow-passfilter.
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5.4.6 EOF Analysis of High Frequency Variability

Inter-annualVariability

To study the inter-annualvariability of the model,we performedan EOF analysisfor

the following two streamfunctiontime series. One was band-passedfiltered for the

variability between1 and 10 yearsand the other one for the variability between 1

and 2 years. In both cases,the most important EOFswere remarkablysimilar, and

the number of modes requiredfor the 95% energy level was very close: 28 and 25

respectively.Therefore,most of the inter-annualvariability is on the scalesbetween

1 and 2 years, which is supportedby the energyspectraplotsof section5.4.3. Thus,

herewe presentthe resultsof only the secondEOF decomposition.

Figure 5-14 shows variance associatedwith 25 EOFs requiredfor the 95%

energy level with the first threefunctions having 17%, 14% and 11% energy levels

respectivelyfor comparison:for the time seriesfiltered between1 and 10 years, the

first three EOFs had 11%, 10% and 8% energy levels. The spectraof the time-

dependentamplitudeand the correspondingspatialstructurearepresentedin Figure

5-15. All modesare clearly associatedwith the meandersof approximately1000 km

length scale. The peakin amplitudespectrais around1.3 years.

Intra-annualVariability

To study theinter-annualvariability of the model,we performedan EOF analysisfor

the following two streamfunctiontime series. One was band-passedfiltered for the

variability between1 and 12 monthsand the other one for the variability between5

and 12 months. In both cases,the most important EOFs were remarkablysimilar.

Here we presentthe resultsof only the secondEOF decomposition.

Total of 35 modes requiredto reachthe 95% energy level. The first three

EOFsaccountedfor 24%, 18% and 9% of thetotal energylevel. Their amplitudeand

spatialstructuresare presentedin Figure 5-17. The modesare symmetricwave-like
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Figure 5-14: Energylevel in % for different eigenmodesresultedfrom an extended
EOF analysisfor a streamfunetionwith variability band-passedbetween 1 and 2
years. Dashedline denotesa 95% energylevel.

structuressitting on the axis of the upper and the lower layer jet. The length scale

of the modes,decayingwest of 2000 km, is approximately1000 km. The frequency

multiplied by the powerdensity spectrumof the time-dependentamplitudeshows a

peak at 8-9 months for all three modes. Therefore, the first threemodesaccount

for 51% of energyand are responsiblefor the variability on the time scalesaround 9

months. The other modesare eachless energetic,but togetherthey accountfor the

remaining44% of the total energy level.

5.5 The Role of Baroclinic Instability in Low Fre

quency Variability

5.5.1 Method

To study the role of baroelinieinstability in low frequencyvariability, we employeda

statisticalmethod basedon the approachof Davis and Fmanuel [7]. Applied to the

time seriesof thestreamfunetionfields, themethodallows to definezonesof baroelinic
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Figure 5-16: Energylevel in % for different eigenmodesresultedfrom an extended
EOF analysisfor a streamfunetionwith variability between5 and 12 months. Dashed
line denotesa 95% energy level.

growth in thetime averagesense.At eachtime step,thestreamfunctionandpotential

vorticity fields are decomposedinto a time meanflow and perturbations:

x,y,t = x,y+ix,y,t 5.3

and

qx,y,t = x,y+qx,y,t, i=1,2. 5.4

The perturbationstreamfunetionis further rewritten as a sum of a field associated

with the upperlayer potentialvorticity anomalyand afield associatedwith the lower

layer potential vorticity anomaly, i.e.

= c1+c2 i=1,2 5.5

where iJ.’’ is the solution of the problem:

f V2 - F,’ + F1’ = q,
5 6

V2 - F2’ + F2’ = 0,

and
2

is the solution of the problem:

J V2 - F,2 + = 0,
5 7

V2 - F22 + F22 = q.
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The linearizedperturbationenstrophyequationsthencan be rewritten as:

‘2

+ qff, - Vq + qu’ - V, + qu2 - V, = qD, 5.8

a ‘2

+ q12 Vq + qu’ . V2 + qu2 . V2 = qD, 5.9

T
where u

= -* is a geostrophievelocity field. Zones of baroelinic

growth aredefined by x, y whereboth of the following constraintsare satisfied:

qu - V, <0,
5.10

where- denotestime average.Theseinequalitiescanbe interpretedasconditionsfor

an increasein perturbationenstrophydueto a down-gradienteddy potentialvorticity

flux producedby the potentialvorticity anomalyin the other layer.

5.5.2 Applications

The abovemethod was appliedfor two different valuesof the bottom friction coeffi

cient: A2 = 10_8 see" and A2 = 3 . 10" sec"1. Figure 5-18a shows that in the

first ease,there are two regionsof barocliniegrowth locatedin the areaof westward

recirculationsaccompaniedby other two small zonesnorth and south of where the

jet splits. As was shownin the previoussections,for a given valueof bottom friction

coefficient, the total energyvaries by less than 3% from its meanvalue, and the low

frequencyvariability, althoughpresent,is weak.

For A2 = 3. 106 sec’, small zonesof baroeliniegrowth are locatedon the

most western and easternedgesof the recireulations,where the flow becomespre

dominantlymeridional. The total energy level varies by 16%, and the low frequency

variability is strong.

Therefore, for small valuesof the bottom friction parameter,the presenceof

baroelinieinstability in the recireulationareareducesthe strengthof low frequency
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variability. In these experiments,multiple dynamical regimesdo not occur when

baroelinieinstability is presentin the recirculationregion.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

In Chapter5, we describedtheresultsof the numericalexperimentswith a two-layer,

colliding jets model which showed strong dependenceof the flow structureon the

bottom friction parameter.For small bottom friction, which implied a physically rel

evantlower layer flow, themodelstayedin a uniquedynamicalregimeassociatedwith

the well-developedrecirculationsin both layers. To understandthe natureof low and

high frequencyvariability observedin the model, an extendedspatialEOF analysis

was performedfor filtered streamfunctionfields. The low frequencyspatial EOFs

were found to explain decadaland longer variability in the positionof the eastward

jet axis, aswell asweak wrappingand zonal pulsationsof therecireulationgyres. For

quasi-annualand mesosealevariability, the EOF analysisshowedthe importanceof

wave-like structuressitting on the axis of thejet betweenthe recirculatinggyreswith

the length scaleof 1000 km andthe time scaleof 8 to 9 months.

For largevaluesof the bottom friction coefficient, the lower layer flow became

strongly frictional, and the reeireulationsdisappeared. However, the dynamicsof

the upper layer flow becamemore complicateddisplayingboth multiple dynamical

regimesand low frequencyvariability which closely resembledthoseof the reduced-

gravity model with weak interfacial friction. Such similarity betweenthe reduced-

gravity and the two-layer modelswas possiblebecauseof the forcing providedby the

lower layer flow on the upper layer flow and associatedwith strongbottom friction.

The resultsof the two-layer calculationsshowed that for physically feasible

values of the bottom friction coefficients, the presenceof baroelinie instability in

the recireulationareaprohibited the existenceof multiple dynamicalregimes. How

ever, weak low frequencyvariability associatedwith changesin the structureand the
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strengthof the recirculatinggyres was still possible. In contrastwith the reduced-

gravity ease,where steady antisymmetriesolutionshelped to understandthe exis

tenceand the structureof a high energystateand the associateddynamicalregime,

an attempt to find steadyantisymmetriesolutions by employinga two-layer model

with enforcedantisymmetryfailed. In disagreementwith theoriginal time dependent

model, where the zonalextentof the recireulationsvariedbetween500 km and 2500

km, the recireulationsreachedall the way to the easternspongelayer, and the flow

was characterizedby a statistically steadynonzeroantisymmetrieeddy field. There

fore, the total energy level never reacheda steadystate. One of the reasonswhy

the antisymmetricsteadystatedid not exist may be that theupper layer dissipation

mechanismwas presentedonly by biharmonicdiffusion, which is not efficient at dis

sipating energy. Therefore,the balancebetweenthe nonlinearterms and dissipation

was not possible,and time variability was essential.Theuseof lateraldiffusion might

have resultedin existenceof steadyantisymmetricsolutions. However, the question

still remainswhetherthecorrespondingsteadystateswould havebeenrelevantto the

behaviorof the time-dependentmodel. As the systembecomesprogressivelymore

complex, as in the easewith both barotropicand baroclinieinstability at work, the

model might becomepurely turbulent, and the resulting dynamicalstatemay be a

strangeattractorfor a given parameterregime.

In contrast,in the two-layer, wind-driven, quasi-geostrophicmodel by Benoff

and Mc Williams [4], rare transitions betweenthreedistinct dynamical stateswere

possible. Comparedwith a correspondingreduced-gravity,wind-driven model, the

presenceof baroelinieinstability weakenedand regularizedlow frequencyvariability.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesisstudiesthe problemsof generationand maintenanceof recireulationsby

the Gulf Streaminstabilitiesusing two approaches.The first examinesthe develop

ment of recirculationsduring the spin down of a zonally symmetric, unstable,quasi

geostrophicjet. The secondstudiesthe problem of existenceand maintenanceof low

frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamicalregimesdue to the mechanismsof

barotropieand baroclinic instabilities.

Chapter2 addressesthe first problem in a frameworkof the reduced-gravity

and the two-layer doubly-periodic,quasi-geostrophiemodels. The recirculationsare

robust featuresof atwo-layermodel,which includesthemechanismsof both baroelinic

and barotropie instabilities. The relative strengthof the recireulations,definedas

the ratio of the total westwardto the total eastwardtransport,is a function of the

nondimensionalparametersof the model. It decreasesasthevalueof nondimensional

/3 increases. This decreasein the recireulationstrengthsis due to a decreasein

the zone of homogenizedpotential vorticity, which in turn is due to approximate

enstrophyconservation.

When/3, "y and total energylevel are fixed, the strengthof therecireulationsis

maximumfor stronglybaroelinieflows and minimumfor intermediatevaluesof abaro

clinic parameter,F1iui whereu is i-th layer nondimensionalvelocity amplitude
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and F is i-th layer Froudenumber. In strongly barocliniecases,eddiesmarginally

equilibrate the flow and createa wide zoneof homogenizedpotential vorticity in the

lower layer. This result is in agreementwith the study of a weakly-nonlinearequili

brationof Phillips’ modelwith weak dissipationPedlosky[28]. In the upperlayer, a

positive potentialvorticity gradienton theaxis of thejet decreasesby less than10%,

thus appearingasan efficient barrier to mixing. Most vigorousmixing occurson the

edgesof thejet in the upper layer and underthe axis of thejet in the lower layer.

As the initial basicjet becomesmorebarotropic,a positive potentialvorticity

gradientdevelopson the axis of the jet in the lower layer, reflecting a more stable

flow structure. In strongly barotropicjets, thereis vigorous mixing both acrossthe

positive potentialvorticity gradientand on the edgesof thejet, leadingto a decrease

by more than45% in the value of the upper layer potential vorticity gradienton the

axis of thejet.

Thelinear stability analysisappliedto thetwo-layerjets showsthat in strongly

baroelinieeases,the lower layer recirculationsare driven by the eddy heat fluxes

throughthe residualmeridionalcirculation. In theupperlayer, thedivergenceof eddy

potentialvorticity fluxes tendsto simply "diffuse" the jet during the stageof linear

growth. Nonlineareddy-eddyand eddy-meanflow interactionsare further important

in inducingthe upperlayerrecireulations.Thelinearanalysisshowsthat thestrength

of theresidualmeridionalcirculationsincreaseswith an increasein the width of basic

flow. That is why a "meanflow" model Flienl, personalcommunicationsuccessfully

reproducesrecireulationswhen appliedto strongly barocliniebasicflows.

For strongly barotropictwo-layerbasicflows, which arestrongly supereritical,

the lineareddy potentialvorticity fluxes tendto diffuse thejet in both layerswithout

any tendencyfor the formation of westwardflows on the flanks. As the basic flow

becomeswider, it stabilizes. Therefore,strongly nonlinearregimes,which allow for

both eddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractions,are requiredfor the emergenceof

reeireulationsfor strongly barotropiebasicflows.
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Thus, althoughtherecireulationsdevelopin atwo-layermodelfor both barotropic

and baroclinieflows, the processesleadingto their generationaredifferent. In baro

clinic ease,eddy-meanflow interactionis powerful enoughto drive the reeireulations.

In barotropiceases,strongly nonlineareddy-meanflow and eddy-eddyinteractionsare

requiredfor the developmentof recirculations.The existenceof two different mecha

nisms is responsiblefor a non-monotoniedependenceof the recirculationstrengthon

the baroelinieparameterin the nonlinearexperiments.

In the reduced-gravitymodel,which hasthemechanismof barotropieinstabil

ity only, recireulationsform asa resultof a nonlinearspin down of an unstablebasic

flow only for the easeof an infinite dimensionaldeformationradius. For deformation

radii smallerthan 65 km, the total westwardtransport is less than 5% of the total

eastwardtransport.

The resultsof the linear stability analysisare misleadingsince they imply a

weak tendencyfor the formationof the recireulationsfor small dimensionaldeforma

tion radii andthe absenceof therecirculationsfor an infinite dimensionaldeformation

radius. The linearstability analysisis not helpful sincethe basic flow is only slightly

supereritiealfor large7, implying a weak eddy field.

The secondpart of the thesisexaminesthe problem of existenceand mainte

nanceof low frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamicalregimesasthe resultof

barotropieand baroelinieinstabilities.

Chapter3 presentsthe formulationof a quasi-geostrophic,colliding jetsmodel

which is forced by prescribedinflow and outflow throughthe open boundaries.The

geometryand the amplitudeof suchboundaryforcing is importantfor the resulting

structureof a time-dependentsolution. The inflow consistsof two thin jets enter

ing the domain from the north and the south and flowing along the closedwestern

boundary. After colliding in the middle of the domain, the western boundarycur

rentsgive rise to an eastwardflowing jet that leavesthe domain throughthe eastern

boundary. A free slip boundarycondition is appliedon the westernboundary,which
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tends to suppresslocal instabilitiesof the westernboundarycurrents. The presence

of the westernwall and westernboundarycurrentsis crucial for the the existenceof

multiple dynamicalregimes.

The model hastwo typesof friction: biharmoniediffusion and interfacialdrag

in a reduced-gravityformulation and biharmonicdiffusion and bottom dragin a two-

layer formulation. In addition, the spongelayers locatedalong the open boundaries

allow the absorptionof the outgoing radiation and provide a smooth transition be

tweenthe interior solution and the boundaryconditions.

Although negligible in the local potential vortieity balanceof the recireula

tion regions, the wind is neverthelessimportant for the existenceand maintenance

of multiple dynamicalregimesin the wind-driven models. First, the model energy

input, definedasthe domain-integratedstreamfunetionmultiplied by the wind-stress

curl, is time-dependent.When the nonlinearinteractionsareat work, the correlation

betweenthe spatialstructuresof the wind-stresscurl and the solution can help the

model trajectoryto reacha linear neighborhoodof an antisymmetriefixed point and

thereforeto leadthe model towardsa high energystate.Second,the potentialvortie

ity input into variouswatermasses,suchastherecireulations,dependsstronglyon the

structureof thesolution. For nonsymmetriesolutions,whereone of therecireulations

is wrappingaroundthe other one and is crossingthe line of zero wind-stresscurl, the

potential vortieity forcing integratedover a closed streamlinedecreasesin absolute

valuescomparedto that of the antisymmetricsolutions. Thus, in the wind-driven

models,thereare two possiblesourcesof low frequencyvariability: wind forcing and

instability mechanisms.

The colliding jets model is highly idealized,however, it isolatesthe important

mechanismsof instability: barotropiein a reduced-gravitycase and both barotropic

andbaroelinicin a two-layercase.Themodeldiffers from thewind-drivenonesin that

theenergyinput dueto inflow throughtheopenboundariesis time-independent.The

boundaryforcing doesnot act directly in the recirculationregionand hasno mecha
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nisms that would locally restorethe symmetry of the solutionstructure. Therefore,

the observedhigh energy statesare more transient than those in the wind-driven

easeswith symmetricwind.

Chapter4 reportsthe resultsof the numericalexperimentswith the reduced-

gravity, colliding jets model. For a wide range of interfacial friction coefficients,

steadyantisymmetriesolutionsof the reduced-gravity,colliding jets model consistof

an eastwardjet flanked by two recirculatinggyres. For a set of chosenparameters,

the zonalextent of recireulationsand the total energy level increasewith a decrease

in the interfacial friction coefficient.

The initial value techniquewas used to calculatethe exponentially growing

solutions of the antisymmetriestates. The amplitude of the unstablemode closely

resemblesthat of the unstablesolution of the wind-driven reduced-gravitymodel of

Pnimean[29] and consistsof four strong cells sitting on the axis of the jet between

the recirculatinggyres and weaker cells in the reeirculationregions. The e-folding

time varies between4.8 yearsand 417 days. The linear growth in the perturbation

amplitude halts when the nonlinearinteractionsof the cells becomestrong. These

interactionsleadto formation of rings in the areawherethejet widens.

Fully nonlinear calculationsshow that with an increasein the value of the

interfacial friction coefficient, the model becomesweakly unstableand displays a

unique dynamical regime correspondingto an eastwardjet with two recirculating

gyres. For nearcritical values,of thefriction coefficient, theeddyfield is dominatedby

eastwardand westwardpropagatingmeandersof small amplitudes. Rings are weak

and therefore dissipateduring their propagationthrough the reeirculationregions.

Theenergylevel andtheflow structureare closeto thoseof thesteadyantisymmetric

solution.

For smallervaluesof the interfacial friction coefficient, the increasednonlin

earity leadsto low frequencyvariability associatedwith changesin the zonal extent

of the recirculatinggyres. Formationof strong rings in the areaeastof the recireula
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tions and their subsequentwestwardpropagationthrough the gyresprovidesintense

potentialvorticity mixing acrossthefront and in the areaof the recireulations.Rings

are strongenoughnot to be completelydissipatedin the reeireulations;upon reach

ing a westernboundary, they rejoin the eastwardjet. Therefore, the model exhibits

periodsof large recirculationsand weak eddy activity, when the model trajectory is

in the vicinity of the antisymmetriefixed point, and periodsof small reeirculations

and strongmeanderand ring activity.

With further decreasein theinterfacialfriction, the modeldisplaystwo distinct

energy states. The high energy state hasstrong variability associatedwith well-

developedreeirculationsof variouszonal extents,describedin the aboveparagraph.

The low energy statecorrespondsto a flow regime where the separationpoint of

the eastwardjet exhibitslargemeridionalexcursions.Weakreeirculationsexist west

of 1000 km only in the time mean sense. The strong eddy field is dominatedby

largeamplitude,westwardpropagatingmeanderswhoseinteractionwith the western

boundarycurrent producesstrong meridionally propagatingrings. In comparison,

McCalpin and Haidvogel[25] identified threepreferreddynamicalregimeseachwith

a distinct energy level. Although the high and the medium regimesresemblethe

variability associatedwith thehigh energystateof the regionalmodel, the low energy

stateis quite different from the one of the regionalmodel. This is partly becausethe

outflow conditionsof the colliding jets model force the eastwardjet to staycoherent,

and thereforethe modelneverreachesthe point whenthejet disappearsalmost right

after separation,as in a low energystateof the wind-driven model.

For low valuesof the interfacialfriction coefficient, the flow staysin thedynam

ical regimedescribedas a low energystatein the aboveparagraph.The amplitude

of the eddy field is very strong, and small and weak recireulationsexist only in the

time meansense.

In a regional colliding jets model, the role of wind forcing is reducedto pre

scribing a particulardistribution of streamfunetionand potential vorticity on the
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openboundaries.The local natureof suchforcing allows isolating the role of internal

banotnopicdynamicsof thejet and its interactionwith the westernboundarycurrent

asmechanismsresponsiblefor the existenceof low frequencyvariability and multiple

dynamicalregimes. The numericalexperimentswith the regional model show that

low frequencyvariability is an inherentpart of thebarotropicdynamicswherenonlin

earitiesarenot too weak or too strong. The presenceof the westernwall is essential,

since no low frequencyvariability or multiple dynamicalregimeswere observedin a

barotropic, zonally asymmetricmodel of Jayne et al. [18], which was forced by an

unstablezonal jet on the openwestern boundaryand a stablezonal jet on the open

easternboundary.

One of the most important propertiesof the regional model is a constant

energy input, given by the boundaryintegratedenergyflux vector. In comparison,

in the wind-driven models, the forcing hasglobal character,and the energy input

strongly dependson the solution form. Scott and Straub [34] discusseda correlation

mechanismbetweensymmetricwind-forcing and a geostrophiccurrentwhich led to

ability of steadyantisymmetriesolutions to extract moreenergythan nonsymmetrie

solutions. The experimentswith various wind asymmetryparameterin the model

of McCalpin and Haidvogel [25] showedthat for highly asymmetricwind forcing, the

model was not able to reachhigh energy states. Since the regionalmodel doesnot

have any mechanismthat restoresthe symmetryof the solution, it is harderfor the

model trajectory to reach and to stay in the vicinity of the antisymmetriesteady

solution.

In the presentstudy, we use a free slip boundarycondition on the western

boundary. As Benloffand McWilliams [3] showed,the presenceof a no-slipboundary

condition tends to destabilizewesternboundarycurrents. Eddiesproducedby such

currentscan be adveetedtowards the middle of the domain and may interactwith

rings that propagatetowardsthe westernwall from the model’s interior. Hence,the

natureof low frequencyvariability and of multiple dynamicalregimesmight change
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with the useof no-slip boundarycondition due to morecomplicateddynamicsof the

western boundarycurrent. This problem, however, is not addressedin the present

thesis.

In Chapter5, we describethe resultsof the numericalexperimentswith a two-

layer, colliding jetsmodelwhich showsstrongdependenceof the flow structureon the

bottom friction parameter.For small bottom friction, which implies a physically rel

evant lower layer flow, the model staysin a uniquedynamicalregimeassociatedwith

the well-developedrecireulationsin both layers. To understandthe natureof low and

high frequencyvariability observedin the model, an extendedspatialEOF analysis

was performedfor filtered streamfunctionfields. The low frequencyspatial EOFs

are found to explain decadaland longer variability in the position of the eastward

jet axis, as well as weak wrapping and zonal pulsationsof the recireulationgyres.

For quasi-annualand mesosealevariability, the EOF analysisshows the importance

of wave-like structuressitting on the axis of the jet betweenthe recirculatinggyres

with the lengthscaleof 1000 km and the time scaleof 8 to 9 months. The resultsof

the EOF analysisfor the regional model differ from the stability calculationsof the

zonally-symmetriejet, where the time scalesare muchshorter: typically, between2

and 4 months.

For largevaluesof thebottom friction coefficient, the lower layerflow becomes

stronglyfrictional, andtherecireulationsdisappear.However, thedynamicsof theup

per layer flow becomesmorecomplicateddisplayingboth multiple dynamicalregimes

and low frequencyvariability which closely resemblethose of the reduced-gravity

model with weak interfacial friction. Such similarity betweenthe reduced-gravity

and the two-layermodels is possibledue to forcing providedby the lower layer flow

on the upperlayer flow, associatedwith strongbottom friction.

Theresultsof the two-layercalculationsshowthat for physicallyfeasiblevalues

of the bottom friction coefficients,the presenceof baroelinieinstability in the recir

eulation areaprohibits the existenceof multiple dynamicalregimes. However, weak
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low frequencyvariability associatedwith changesin the structureand the strength

of the recirculatinggyres is still possible. In contrastwith the reduced-gravityease,

wheresteadyantisymmetricsolutionsare useful for understandingthe existenceand

the structureof a high energystateand the associateddynamicalregime, an attempt

to find steadyantisymmetriesolutionsby employinga two-layermodelwith enforced

antisymmetryfailed. In disagreementwith the original time dependentmodel, where

the zonal extent of the recireulationsvariesbetween500 km and 2500 km, the recir

culationsreachall the way to the easternspongelayer, and the flow is characterized

by a statisticallysteadynonzeroantisymmetrieeddy field. Therefore,the total en

ergy level never reachesa steadystate. One of the reasonswhy the antisymmetrie

steadystate doesnot exist may be that the upper layer dissipation mechanismis

presentedonly by biharmoniediffusion, which is not efficient at dissipatingenergy.

Therefore, the balancebetweenthe nonlinearterms and dissipationis not possible,

and time variability is essential.The questionstill remainswhetherthe correspond

ing steadystatesare relevantto the behaviorof the time-dependentmodel. As the

systembecomesprogressivelymore complex, as in the easewith both barotropieand

baroclinic instability at work, the model might becomepurely turbulent, and the

resulting dynamicalstatemay be a strangeattractorfor a given parameterregime.

In contrast,in the two-layer, wind-driven, quasi-geostrophiemodel by Benloff

and Mc Williams [4], rare transitions betweenthreedistinct dynamicalstateswere

possible. Comparedwith a correspondingreduced-gravity,wind-driven model, the

presenceof baroclinieinstability weakenedand regularizedlow frequencyvariability.

When interpretingthe resultsof the reduced-gravityand the two-layer col

liding jets models, one must rememberthat they are highly idealized. One of the

basicsimplifications usedin the presentstudy is the quasi-geostrophienatureof the

flow, which overemphasizesthe importanceof horizontal structureof the oceanand

which allows for only small perturbationof pressureand density surfacesfrom their

original position. And althoughthe quasi-geostrophieapproximationproved to be a
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useful tool in studyingthe mid-latitudeoceandynamics,a primitive equationmodel

might halt low frequencyvariability. Even within the quasi-geostrophieapproxima

tion, considerationof continuouslystratifiedfluid might further reducelow frequency

variability.

Low-frequency variability is well documentedin observationsof the world

oceans.Twentytwo yearsof hydrographiedataalong137°Eshowstronginter-annual

bimodal path variationsin the Kuroshio Qiu and Joyce [30]. The net transportof

the Kuroshiosystemwhich includesthe jet and its reeirculationsincreasesby 30%

during the meander-pathyears. The increaseis primarily due to the decreasein the

recireulationstrength. Thus, recireulationsare strongestduring the straight-path

years. Observationsof East Australiancurrent Roemmichand Connuelle [33] and

of Brazil and Malvinas currentsOlson et al. [26] also displaystrong inter-annual

variability. Observationsof seasurfaceheight in the Gulf Streamarea by Kelly et

al. [19] show a trendover two years from a statewith a weakly-meanderingjet and

strong recireulationsto a statewith a strongly meanderingjet and small recircula

tions. Seasurfacetemperatureobservationsby Leeand Connillon [21] indicateannual

and inter-annualoscillationsin the positionof the Gulf Streampath.

Although the colliding jetsmodel isolating the internaldynamicsof thejet as

sourcesof low frequencyvariability is highly idealized, it producessimilar variability

for a wide rangeof dissipationparameters:namely, pulsationsin the zonal extent

of the recireulations,weak wrapping of the recirculationsaround each other and

meridionalshifts in the positionof thejet. Another interestingfeatureof the model

is the importanceof wave-like structureswith time scalesbetween9 monthsand 1.3

years. Lee and Cornillon [21] indicatedthe importanceof a 9-month cycle in the

meanderingintensity of the jet. Clearly, the zonally symmetricmodel was not able

to reproducethis feature,sincemostenergeticwave had much shortertime scales.

Perhaps,in the real ocean,there are severalmechanismsthat could be re

sponsiblefor structural changesin the jet and in the recirculationarea,suchasthe
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presenceof time varying winds, complicatedtopography,the instabilities of thejet

and the inherent dynamicsof the steadywind-driven circulation. The colliding jets

model isolatesthe importanceof one of them, the internaldynamicsof the jet, and

showsthe differencesbetweenbaroclinicand barotropieinstabilitiesassourcesof low

frequencyvariability. Furtherstudiesare necessaryfor understandingof the role of

time-varyingwinds and topographyin low-frequencyvariability.
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